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MARKET FLOOR
ABC Commercial
ABC Japan
Adler & Associates Ent.
Alchimie
All The Kids Entertainment
American Cinema International
Ampersand
Andalucia Digital Multimedia
ARTE Distribution
Artico Distribution
Atresmedia TV
ATV
Avalon Distribution
Banijay Rights
BEAJ
Blanco & White
Boom Dialogue
Boutique Filmes e Producoes
Brands & Rights 360
Brazilian Content
Breakthrough Entertainment
Bridgestone Multimedia Group
Calinos Entertainment
Candlelight Media Group
Chip Taylor Communications

MT 12
212
MT 7
425
425
MT 5
225
425
225
425
425
318
201
304
117
425
105
314
425
314
MT 33
508
410
MT 6
MT 36

SPLASH
Globo
Televisa Internacional
TV Azteca

Chocolate Filmes
CITVC
CJ ENM
Creative TV Productions
DCD Rights
Deutsche Welle
DLT Entertainment
Drive
Earth Touch
Eccho Rights
Electric Entertainment
Elo Company
Ezel Yapım
Film & Picture
Film Florida
Filmax
FlixOlé
Forest Comunicação
Fuji Television Network
Funwood Media
Ghana Pavilion
Global Agency
GMA Worldwide
GoQuest Media Ventures
GRB Studios

314
325
125
MT 34
300
MT 22
105
105
105
309
MT 2
314
415
225
602
425
425
314
214
425
521
301
MT 29
316
515

CHATEAU
4
1
10

CABANAS

Debmar-Mercury
Endemol Shine
Entertainment Studios
Gaumont
MGM Television
Zee Entertainment Enterprises

1538/1540
1520/1515
1551
1516
1400/1401
1524

Multicom Entertainment Group 403
Muse Distribution International
517
NewCo Audiovisual
425
Newen Distribution
225
NK Producciones
MT 11
Olympusat
501
Onza
425
Out There Productions
MT 25
PACT
105
Premiere Entertainment
MT 28
Prime Entertainment Group
225
Rabbit Films
MT 14
Raya Group
421
RCTV International
312
Red Arrow Studios International MT 17
Reed MIDEM
305
Reset TV
425
Rive Gauche Television
MT 13
RMVISTAR
517
RTVE
425
Sato Co.
314
SBS International
125E
Scenic Rights
425
Semerkand Radyo
415
Sera Film
415

Great Movies Distribution
MT 3
Hat Trick International
203
High Hill Entertainment
MT 30
ICEX Spain Trade & Investment 425
Inside Content
425
Inverleigh
MT 35
Isla Audiovisual
425
Jiangsu Broadcasting Corp. Intl.
325
Jynx Productions
MT 23
Kansai TV
113
KBS Media
125A
KOCCA
125C
Lagardère Studios Distribution
225
Latin Media Corp
500
London Films International
105
MBC America
125F
The Mediapro Studio
425
Mediaset Distribution - RTI SPA MT 18
Mediatoon Distribution
225
Mediterráneo - Mediaset España Group 425
Miracle Films
521
Mistco
308
Mondo TV Iberoamérica
510
Moonshot Pictures
314
Movioca Content House
314

2Horse Prod.
Be-Entertainment
Condista
Monarch Films
PRO
Steve Rotfeld Prod.

Shoreline Entertainment
MT 1
SIC
MT 8
Star Contents
MT 10
Stellar Yapim
415
Story Productions
314
TCB Media Rights
205
Telco Productions
509
Teleimage Productions
314
The Television Syndication Company 404
Toei Animation
215
TT International Medya
415
Turkey Pavilion
415
TV France International
225
UP VOICE Dubbing Studio
314
VIP 2000 TV
405
Vision Films
401
VSI Paris
225
VUULR
213
Wag Entertainment
105
Woodcut Media
105
YLE
MT 24
ZDF Enterprises
MT 19
Zhejiang Zhongnan Animation
325
Zig Zag Productions
MT 9
ZigDot Productions
105

SORRENTO
26
28
7
19
22
16

all3media international
3-1907
BBC Studios
3-1106/1107
Carsey-Werner
3-1109
Cineflix Rights
3-0709
Fox First Run
3-1119/1118

Fremantle
3-1909/1910/1912
Kew Media
3-1014/1013
Lionsgate
3-0512
Litton Entertainment
3-0806/0807
TEGNA
3-1207/1206

VERSAILLES
A+E Networks
962
Entertainment One
861/862
HBO Latin America
588
ITV Studios
1161/1162
NBCUniversal
17/Fl.
New Regency
579

Nuestra Vision
Sony Pictures Television
Turner Latin America
ViacomCBS (Paramount)
ViacomCBS (VIS)
Warner Bros.

NATPE MIAMI

DIRECTORY

582
1178
1690
1262
762
16/Fl.

List correct as of 1/8/2020.
Access NATPE Connect for a full
list of exhibitors.

TRESOR
Alfred Haber Distribution
BTF Media
Caracol Televisión
CDC United Network
Cisneros Media
Dori Media Group
FilmRise
Hemisphere Media Group
Imagina
Inter Medya
Kanal D International
Ledafilms
Madd Entertainment
MarVista Entertainment
MGE (Mega Global Entertainment)

2-1705
2-1511
2-1515/1517
2-1505
2-1806
2-1415
2-1406
2-2312/2310
2-2004/2002
2-1512
2-1804/1802
2-2005
2-1612
2-2308
2-1914

Polar Star
2-1903
Pol-Ka Producciones
2-1408
PPI Releasing
2-1605
RCN Television
2-2207/2205
Record TV
2-2014
Snap Media
2-2312/2310
Somos Distribution
2-1715/1717
Telefilms
2-2301/2303
Tondero Distribution
2-1105
The Asylum
2-1708
Thema
2-1804/1802
Trifecta Entertainment
2-1503/1501
Walt Disney Company Latin America 2-1207
Walt Disney D2C & Intl.
2-1215/1217

THE LEADING ONLINE DAILY NEWS SERVICE FOR
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDIA INDUSTRY.
For a free subscription, visit subscriptions.ws
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A+E Networks

Inter Medya
Kanal D International
Ledafilms
Lionsgate Entertainment
Madd Entertainment
MarVista Entertainment

Adler & Associates Entertainment

4
all3media international
ATV

11

Audiovisual from Spain
Banijay Rights

Mattel

5

The Mediapro Studio Distribution

BBC Studios LatAm/U.S. Hispanic
Buena Vista Media Distribution
Calinos Entertainment
Caracol Televisión
CDC United Network
Cineflix Rights

6
Cisneros Media
Comarex
CuriosityStream
Cyber Group Studios

Mistco
Mondo TV Iberoamérica

12
Multicom Entertainment Group
NBCUniversal Intl. Distribution
Rainbow
RCN Television

Contact: Marie Adler, CEO.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
El Guardia (Drama, 1x105 min.) A security
guard and failed entrepreneur is determined
to succeed in business in this true story.
The Golden Age (Drama, 1x111 min.) In
1967, a penniless Franco-American producer meets an ambitious French actress
in Paris. They decide to embark on an artistic project to change the world.

Rive Gauche Television
RTVE

SOMOS Distribution

Snap Media

14
Sony Pictures Television

8

Studio 100 Media

Fremantle

Telefilms

Gaumont

Superights

Global Agency

15

Gloob

Toei Animation

GMA Worldwide

Tondero Distribution

9

Turner Latin America

GRB Studios

ViacomCBS Americas

Great Movies Distribution

ADLER & ASSOCIATES
ENTERTAINMENT
m sales@aaemedia.com

Record TV

Dori Media Group

Filmax

Suite: Versailles 962
Contact: Steve McDonald, pres., global
content lic. & intl.; Patrick Vien, group mng.
dir., intl.; Mark Garner, EVP, lic. & business
dvpmt.; Sam Harowitz, VP, digital lic.; Ellen
Lovejoy, SVP, intl. content sales, head, format sales & Americas; Bryan Gabourie, VP,
intl. content sales, Americas; Helen Jurado,
snr. dir., intl. content sales, LatAm; Hannah
Carrady, associate mgr., intl. content sales;
Jossie Capon, intl. content sales coord.;
Paul Buccieri, pres., A+E Networks; Michael
Feeney, EVP, corp. comms.; Tom Moody,
EVP, pgm. strategy, scheduling & acq.;
Elaine Frontain Bryant, EVP, head, pgmng.,
A&E; Mark Apter, SVP, pgm. strategy,
scheduling & acq., A&E; Gena McCarthy,
EVP, head, pgmng.; Mary Donahue, SVP,
unscripted dvpmt. & pgmng., History; Marc
Finnegan, SVP, pgm. strategy, scheduling &
acq., History; Katie Buchanan, SVP, pgm.
strategy & scheduling, Lifetime, LMN;
Meghan Hooper, SVP, original coprod. &
acq., Lifetime, LMN; Annahita Palar, VP,
acq., Lifetime, LMN; Christian Murphy, SVP,
daytime & pgm. partnerships.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Hernán (History/bio., 8x60 min.) An epic
drama of the conquest of continental America
and the meeting of two civilizations led by
Captain Hernán Cortés in the name of the King
of Spain. But, above all, for himself.

w www.adlerandassociatesentertainment.com

Sinking Ship Entertainment

Endemol Shine Boomdog

w sales.aenetworks.com

Kings of Pain (Ent., 9x60 min.) Two of the
world’s most expert animal handlers journey to remote corners of the Earth, experiencing bites and stings from some of the
world’s most poisonous creatures.
Unidentified: Inside America’s UFO
Investigation (Paranormal, 6x60 min.)
Presents never released videos and stories
on the secret government program from
2007 to 2012 that studied UFOs and the
threat of alien invasion.
Top Dog (Crime/investigation, 10x60
min.) The ultimate dog sport competition,
where elite professional K-9s and their
handlers battle it out on a specially
designed course meant to test them in a
range of high-intensity situations.
Doris Kearns Goodwin Presents:
Washington (Factual, 1x120 min.) In partnership with Pulitzer Prize-winning presidential historian Doris Kearns Goodwin, this
documentary will illuminate the transformation of George Washington from a young
man into the leader of a new nation.
Live PD Presents: PD Cam (Crime/
investigation, 6x60 min.) Host Sgt. Sean
“Sticks” Larkin uses the latest surveillance
technology to highlight police officers’ perspectives in the craziest chases, standoffs,
and interactions across the country.
The Clark Sisters: First Ladies of Gospel
(Biopic, 1x120 min.) This dramatic biopic tells
the story of the Clark Sisters, the highest selling female gospel group in history.

13

7
Eccho Rights

A+E NETWORKS
O (1-212) 210-1400
m intl.sales@aenetworks.com

Viacom18/IndiaCast

Guru Studio

16

Gusto TV

ViacomCBS Global Dist. Group

HBO Latin America

ZDF Enterprises

Hernán

Miss Scarlet and The Duke (Drama,
6x60 min.) Set in the same 1882 London
society that gave rise to Jack the Ripper,
this British detective drama features a fearless, independent heroine played by Kate
Phillips (Peaky Blinders).
Project Blue Book (Series, S1-2: 20x60
min.) From writer/director Robert Zemeckis
comes a thrilling series inspired by the reallife Project Blue Book, the U.S. Air Force’s
investigation of UFOs.
Damian Lewis: Spy Wars (Docudrama,
8x60 min.) Award-winning actor Damian
Lewis unpacks some of the most thrilling
covert missions in modern-day history with
the help of new declassified information,
high-profile experts and intelligence officers
who were there.

The Golden Age

Danger Diva (Sci-fi, 1x100 min.) A cyberpunk musical/thriller about a hard-rocking
singer who is coerced into becoming an
electronically enhanced new-music diva by
her high-tech billionaire patron.
At the Frontera (Thriller, 1x102 min.) Sent
to Mexico to assist the local authorities, an
American law enforcement agent discovers
that the underworld boss he is investigating
is his long-lost father.
A Lesson in Magic (Children’s/fantasy,
1x94 min.) School friends are caught in a
dangerous game with a sorceress and
witches from another world.
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Los Jinetes del Tiempo (Doc., 1x100
min.) A history of the Mexican Revolution of
1910-20 and the modern-day people who
reenact the event for posterity.
Paradise Valley (Drama/thriller, 1x80
min.) A group of people seek shelter in a
fortified basement in the aftermath of a
nuclear attack.
California No (Comedy, 1x84 min.) A man
unexpectedly discovers that he and his
wife are in an open relationship.
The Final Fight (Thriller, 1x84 min.) A former MMA fighter turned police detective is
forced to go into the ring for one final match
after his niece is kidnapped.
Frank and Ava (Drama, 1x112 min.) The
true story of the torrid romance between
Frank Sinatra and Hollywood starlet Ava
Gardner.

ALL3MEDIA
INTERNATIONAL
O (1-917) 606-3863
m international@all3media.com

w www.all3mediainternational.com
Suite: Sorrento 3-1907
Contact: Sally Habbershaw, EVP, Americas;
Janel Downing, VP, sales, LatAm.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Maxxx (Comedy, 6x30 min.) O-T Fagbenle
(The Handmaid’s Tale) leads this hilarious
series following former boy band star
turned shamed tabloid laughing stock
Maxxx, as he tries and fails to make his
international comeback.

Maxxx

The Nest (Drama, 5x60 min.) A wealthy
couple and a teenage girl make a pact that
will change their lives forever in this drama
from BAFTA and RTS award-winning writer
Nicole Taylor.
Boys (Drama, 5x60 min.) Coming-of-age
period drama from Russell T Davies charting
the joy and heartbreak of four friends as they
grow up in the shadow of AIDS in the 1980s.
The Hustler (Format) Five contestants
aim to uncover the Hustler to win big money
in this high-stake game of deception and
betrayal.
Race Across the World (Format) The
ambitious real-world adventure format that
pits travelers against each other as they
take part in a challenging race from point A
to B—without flying.
Snackmasters (Format, 60 min. eps.) Two
great chefs battle it out to make perfect replicas of a beloved snack; can they convince the
experts and master the snack?

The Dog House (Factual, 8x60 min.)
Finding the right homes for dogs isn’t
always easy as this series bears witness to
the joy, comedy and emotion of the
human-dog adoption experience.
Meat: A Threat to Our Planet? (Factual,
1x60 min.) From award-winning producer
Raw, this timely film explores how the
global meat industry is destroying our
planet and affecting our health.
Gordon, Gino and Fred’s Road Trip
Franchise (Factual, S1: 3x60 min., S2:
3x60 min., Christmas special: 1x75 min.)
Gordon, Gino and Fred are packing up and
heading off on foodie adventures that sees
them take in North America and Europe
across two series.

ATV
O (90-212) 381-2848
m info@atvdistribution.com

w www.atvdistribution.com

Stand: 318
Contact: Emre Görentaş, content sales
deputy mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Ottoman (Drama, 45 min. eps.) Osman
will fight for the future of the Kayı tribe and to be
reunited with his love, Bala Hanım.
Hercai (Drama, 160x45 min., S2 ongoing)
Reyyan and Miran try to appreciate their
love despite all obstacles.
Love and Secrets (Drama, 45 min. eps.,
ongoing) Ali and Pilot, unaware that they
are brothers, will begin to fight each other.
Ali and Sevda, completely opposite characters, will fall in love.
Lifeline (Drama, 173x45 min., S3 ongoing) Sold to a businessman as a child
bride, Nefes suffers at the hands of her
husband’s abuse.
Grand Family (Drama, 181x45 min.) Hizir,
a high-ranking member of a weapons
smuggling syndicate, attempts to hold his
family together and survive without choosing between his wife and his mistress.
Don’t Leave Me (Drama, 147x45 min., S2
ongoing) Arzu, her husband Cengiz and her
two sons, Tarik and Emre, live together in
Ankara.
Love and Hate (Drama, 280x45 min.) Ali,
who spent his youth in prison and didn’t learn
to love, and Mavi, who never loved anyone, get
to know each other only by the letters they
exchange. Now it’s time to meet face to face.
Orphan Flowers (Drama, 297x45 min.,
ongoing) Eylül is left in an orphanage. While
bad days are ahead of her, she manages to
form good friendships.

The Ottoman

AUDIOVISUAL FROM
SPAIN
O (34-91) 349-1975
m javier.martinez@icex.es

w www.audiovisualfromspain.com
Stand: 225
Contact: Carlos Sevillano, CEO, Artico
Distribution; Diana Borbón, sales mgr.,
Atresmedia Television; Ignacio Orive
Martín, CEO, Brands & Rights 360; Iván
Díaz, head, intl., Filmax; Silvia Cotino,
deputy dir., sales & business dvpmt.,
Mediterráneo Mediaset España Group;
Carlos Garde, mng. dir., Onza Distribution;
María Jesús Pérez, intl. sales dir., RTVE;
Marta Ezpeleta, head, dist. & coprod., The
Mediapro Studio Distribution.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Mysteries of Mary (Los Misterios
De María) (History/religion doc., 2x60
min.) Through reconstructions and the help
of anthropologists, Biblicists and theologians, we will try to shed light on the mysteries of the most venerated woman in history. (Artico Distribution)
Benidorm (Comedy, 13x50 min.) Xabier
Zurita is a notary and very inflexible, but
when he learns he has a tumor and less
than three months to live, he packs his
bags and travels to Benidorm, the place
where he met his first and only love.
(Atresmedia Television)

disappearance of the daughter of an
important entrepreneur from Málaga and
the emergence of a new street drug. (RTVE)
The Head (Thriller, 6x50 min.) A murder
mystery set in the most remote place on
Earth. The audience will have to decide
what really happened in the Polaris VI station during the winter and who they can
trust to unveil the mysteries preserved by
the ice. (The Mediapro Studio Distribution)

BANIJAY RIGHTS
O (44-20) 7013-4000
m sales@banijayrights.com

w banijayrights.com

Stand: 304
Contact: Tim Mutimer, CEO; Andreas
Lemos, commercial dir., factual; Elliott
Chalkley, VP, sales.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Don’t (Game-show format, 60 min. eps.)
From executive prankster Ryan Reynolds
and host Adam Scott comes a new show
where families can win money by following
one simple rule: Don’t.
Survivor (Adventure reality format, 60
min. eps) Tests the spirit of ordinary, yet
extraordinary people, marooned on an
uninhabited tropical island. Now produced
in over 40 countries.
Catch! (Ent. format, 60 min. eps.) Physical
entertainment format in which four teams
compete against each other in games inspired
by variations on the classic game of catch.
Temptation Island (Factual, S2: 13x60
min. & format) Couples put their love to the
test, living in separate houses with sexy
singles to discover if there is another partner they are more compatible with.
Photos That Changed the World (Factual, 6x60 min.) Takes a look at the past
century by examining defining photographs
that set social changes in motion and
transformed the way we think.

Benidorm

Pocoyo (Children/youth animation, S1-4:
182x7 min.) A preschool series comprising
educational, fun episodes depicting a range of
situations in a world of gestures, colors,
shapes and music, and featuring high-impact
visual language. (Brands & Rights 360)
Turu’s Musical Farm (Children/youth animation, 26x7 min.) Turuleca has set up a
band with the elegant little pig Rhythm, the
energetic sheep Tempo and the peace-loving
cow Harmony. Together, they will share the
day-to-day life on the farm. (Filmax)
Dangerous Moms (Señoras del
(h)AMPA) (Comedy, 13x50 min./13x75
min.) The story of four mothers who accidentally become part of a murder and
descend into a delirious spiral of crimes
to protect their secret. (Mediterráneo
Mediaset España Group)
Cookable (Restaurante sin Barreras)
(Reality format, 60 min. eps.) Disabled
youngsters have eight weeks of training to
prove they can integrate into a team and
learn to be authentic kitchen professionals.
(Onza Distribution)
Malaka (Drama, 8x60 min.) A crime
thriller revolving around two events: the

Temptation Island

Artist to Icon (Factual, 10x60 min.) From
Madonna to Jim Carey, Tom Hanks to
Nicole Kidman, this series explores some
of the most extraordinary rises to fame the
world has ever seen.
Sue Perkins: Borderland (Factual, 2x60
min.) Sue Perkins travels the length of the
U.S./Mexico border to find out what life is like
for those who call the borderland home.
World’s Most Secret Homes (Factual,
8x60 min.) Explores some of the world’s
most extreme and remote properties, from

GET DAILY NEWS ON KIDS’ PROGRAMMING
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eco domes in the Arctic Circle to luxury
bunkers buried in mountains.
Beethoven (Factual, 3x60 min.) This series
tells Beethoven’s story in the present tense,
through a cast of internationally famous musicians and conductors and unpacked by the
real words of Beethoven himself.
Hierro (Scripted, 8x60 min.) Award-winning
suspenseful crime thriller set in Hierro, the
smallest and most secluded of all the
Canary Islands.

BBC STUDIOS LATIN
AMERICA/U.S. HISPANIC
O (1-305) 461-6999
m wwlatamcontentsales@bbc.com

w sales.bbcstudios.com

Suite: Sorrento 1106/1107
Contact: James Wildbore, SVP & GM;
Karina Dolgiej, VP, content sales,
LatAm/U.S.; Alessandra Epstein, content
sales dir., LatAm/U.S.; Aaron Castellanos,
content sales dir., Mexico, Central America
& Caribbean; Alejandra Madrid, content
sales mgr., LatAm/U.S. Hispanic; Ramon
Rodriguez, content sales account exec.,
LatAm/U.S. Hispanic; Maria Estela, content
sales account exec., Mexico; Jessica Bishop,
dir., format sales & coprod., LatAm; Paula
Teruko, content sales dir., Brazil; Rebecca
Tavares, sales exec., Brazil.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Doctor Who (Drama, S12) Jodie Whittaker’s
globally acclaimed Thirteenth Doctor
returns for her sophomore season—a
brand-new set of action-packed epic
adventures spanning space and time.
We Hunt Together (Drama, 6x45 min.) A
provocative new take on the cat-andmouse thriller.

Guilt (Drama, 4x60 min.) A stylish, contemporary crime thriller set in Edinburgh.
Packed with unexpected plot twists and
steeped in black humor.

BUENA VISTA MEDIA
DISTRIBUTION
Suite: Tresor 2-1207
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Bios National Geographic sets out to tell
the definitive story of some of Latin America’s
most enduring 20th century popular culture icons.
Run Coyote Run Childhood friends Gamaliel,
a frustrated Mexican baseball player living
close to the border, and Morris, an anticapitalist American from Arizona, join forces to
create a transnational corporation that is billed
as a travel agency for adventure tourism but
that in reality specializes in illegally smuggling
people into the U.S.

Small Axe (Drama, 6x50 min.) From
Academy Award winner Steve McQueen. Six
characterful stories about family, community,
love and identity that show the power and
strength in people coming together.
Traces (Drama, 6x60 min.) A crime thriller
that explores the world of SIFA, the Scottish
Institute of Forensic Science and Anatomy,
and introduces us to three compelling and
very different female characters.
Life (Drama, 6x60) Series by acclaimed
writer Mike Bartlett brings together four
separate stories to tell a larger story about
what happens when we take a closer look
into other people’s lives.
Trigonometry (Drama, 8x30 min.) Funny
and full of sexual tension, tells a love story
of three people and has emotional and
psychological truthfulness at its heart.

CDC UNITED NETWORK
O (32-2) 502-6640
m silvia@cdcun.com

w www.cdcun.com

Suite: Tresor 2-1505
Contact: Erik Jensen, mng. partner; Jimmy
Van Der Heyden, sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Gentlemen (Action/crime, 1x113
min.) A British drug lord tries to sell off his
highly profitable empire to a dynasty of
Oklahoma billionaires.
Den of Thieves 2 (Action/crime) Sequel
to the action heist drama starring Gerard
Butler and O’Shea Jackson Jr., which
grossed more than $80 million worldwide.
The Minuteman (Action/thriller) A rancher
on the Arizona border becomes the unlikely
defender of a young Mexican boy desperately fleeing the cartel assassins who have
pursued him into the U.S.

Second Chance

Second Chance (Drama, 218 eps.) Deniz
has everything in life that she could wish
for, until her husband disappears without a
trace. After losing everything she has ever
owned, she is left in dire straits and faces a
daily struggle for survival.

CARACOL TELEVISIÓN
O (1-305) 960-2018/
(571) 6430-430

Run Coyote Run

One Against All (Um Contra Todo)
Inspired by a true story, tells the story of Cadu,
a respected and honest public defender who
gets wrongly arrested when police mistake
him for one of the region’s most dangerous
and high profile drug dealers.
High Fidelity Inspired by Nick Hornby’s
novel and the Touchstone film of the same
name, reimagines the story from the
female perspective.
Little Fires Everywhere Based on
Celeste Ng’s 2017 bestseller, follows the
intertwined fates of the picture-perfect
Richardson family and an enigmatic mother
and daughter who upend their lives.
Traces

Filiz has become the mother of the family,
looking after her five younger siblings and
her useless alcoholic father.
Woman (Drama, ongoing) After the sudden death of her husband, Bahar, living
alone with her children, is surprised by the
sudden appearance of the mother—who
abandoned her as a child—and her
extremely eclectic sisters.
That’s My Life (Drama, 401 eps.) Bahar has
a modest existence in Istanbul with her adoptive parents and horrible, jealous sister. Unbeknown to her, she is the secret daughter of a
rich businessman and a wealthy young
woman who died in childbirth.

m sales@caracoltv.com.co

w www.caracolinternacional.com/en

w www.calinosentertainment.com

Suite: Tresor 2-1517/2-1515
Contact: Lisette Osorio, VP, intl. sales;
Karen Juliao, mktg. dir., intl. sales; Estefania
Arteaga, intl. sales dir.; Maria Zuleta, head,
intl. sales.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Anna’s Revenge (Series, 60x60 min.)
Analía will become the candidate’s most
important political advisor and right hand;
she will put him at the top of the polls to
later tear him down and bring his corrupt
past to light.
Dream. Love. Learn (Telenovela, 100x60
min.) The story of Mario and Esther, a couple of law professors who deeply love each
other despite being polar opposites, who
will need to inspire and educate a group of
students facing the battle of life every day.
Golden Dreams (Telenovela, 60x60 min.)
The story of the struggles of three Olympic
athletes from families of modest means.

Stand: 410
Contact: Duda Rodrigues, sales mgr.,
LatAm; Goryana Vasileva, intl. format sales
exec.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Forbidden Fruit (Drama, ongoing) Yıldız
and Zeynep are two sisters who are very
close but have very different life goals:
Zeynep wants a successful career while
Yıldız is looking for a rich man who would
save her from her low-income life.
Our Story (Drama/romance, ongoing) In
one of the poorest neighborhoods in Istanbul,

Anna’s Revenge

CALINOS
ENTERTAINMENT
O (90-216) 999-4999
m info@calinosentertainment.com

The Gentlemen

Around the World in 80 Days (8x60
min.) TV adaptation of Jules Verne’s classic
adventure following the English gentleman
Phileas Fogg and his butler Passepartout.
Almost Paradise (10 eps.) A former DEA
agent forced into early retirement runs a gift
shop in the Philippines, where a luxury resort
has attracted rich, powerful and sometimes
criminal elite. Despite his best efforts to begin a
tranquil new life, he’s pulled back into a world
of dangerous people.

CINEFLIX RIGHTS
O (44-20) 3179-5050
m arumbol@cineflix.com

w cineflix.com

Suite: Sorrento 3-0709
Contact: Lucinda Gergley-Garner, SVP,
sales, North America & German-speaking
territories; Sabrina Ayala, SVP, sales,
France, Italy, Iberia & LatAm; Meghan Baxter,
snr. sales exec., OTT, inflight, non-theatric,
footage & home ent.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Mirage (Scripted, 6x60 min.) Claire
embarks on a life-or-death mission that
includes blackmail, nuclear sabotage and
deceiving the people she loves the most.
Storm Stories: The Next Chapter
(Science/tech., 8x60 min. & 1x40 min.)
Featuring devastating hurricanes, blizzards,
wildfires and mire, showcases dramatic tales
of severe weather and the first-person
accounts of those who survived them.

GET DAILY NEWS ON DRAMA
SUBSCRIBE HERE: SUBSCRIPTIONS.WS
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Warrior Women with Lupita Nyong’o

Saved on Camera (Fact-ent., 15x30 min.
& 8x60 min.) Featuring dramatic footage of
real-life, life-saving rescues, presents stories of everyday heroes who risked everything to save a stranger in need.
Warrior Women with Lupita Nyong’o
(Doc., 1x60 min.) Oscar winner Lupita Nyong’o
journeys to the heart of West Africa to uncover
the truth behind the “Agoji” warrior women.
Under Thin Ice (Wildlife/natural history,
1x60 min./1x90 min.) Follows extreme
divers and cinematographers to the Arctic
to investigate how northern wildlife is
adjusting to global warming.
Takaya: Lone Wolf (Doc., 1x60 min.)
Chronicling seven years with a lone wolf
and the inspirational story of one animal’s
resilience, adaptation and survival.
Let’s Talk About Sex (Fact-ent., 3x60 min.)
Parents and kids give their uncensored take on
some of the most outrageous and unintentionally hilarious sex-education videos.
My Big Family Farm (Fact-ent., S1-2:
10x60 min.) Chronicles the adventures of
extreme hill shepherds as they raise nine
children and a thousand sheep on one of
Britain’s most spectacular farms.
Extreme Tribe: The Last Pygmies (Doc.,
3x60 min.) Provides a unique look into the
lives of the remotely located and isolated
Mbendjele tribe.
Coroner (Scripted, S1-2: 16x60 min.)
Character-driven, close-ended episodic
drama about Dr. Jenny Cooper, a recently widowed, new coroner who investigates suspicious, unnatural or sudden deaths in Toronto.

AnimalFanPedia (Children’s, 26x11 min.)
Brings families to every kind of animal
imaginable in an incredible adventure to
discover the animal kingdom.
DinoItAll (Children’s, 52x7 min.) A hybrid liveaction and animated series franchise that
delves into the fantastical universe of
dinosaurs, where incredible characters band
together to bring back harmony to the land.
DinoBites (Children’s, 100x1 min.) Each
capsule will bring a prehistorically epic
dose of fun-filled dinosaur adventure for
preschoolers.
Wowzu! (Children’s, 52x7 min.) Children
will react to wild and wacky animal behaviors in the form of challenges, memes,
dance-offs, lip-syncing and silliness in
every episode.
Linajes Malditos (Docuseries, 13x30
min.) Explore the dark stories of prominent
families that despite their apparent good
fortune ended up as tragically ill-fated
bloodlines.
Misterios de la Tierra (Docuseries,
13x30 min.) Delve into fascinating historical enigmas through the most recent
experts’ findings, and discover shocking
new insights about the world.

Las Reinas

Instintos Asesinos (Docuseries, 13x30
min.) With impactful imagery and engaging
narration, we immerse ourselves in the savage arena of the world’s deadliest animals.
Comida Pop (Docuseries, 13x30 min.)
Highlights popular foods that are consumed worldwide, exploring how these
famous creations were born and evolved to
what we know and how they impact our
culture as inspiration for art, jewelry and
even amusement parks.

COMAREX
O (52-55) 5251-1410
m sales@comarex.tv

CISNEROS MEDIA
O (1-305) 442-3462
m contensales@cisneros.com

w www.comarex.tv

Suite: Tresor 2-1806
Contact: Jonathan Blum, pres.; Juan Carlos
Sosa, EVP & GM; Ailing Zubizarreta, VP,
dvpmt. & creative services; José Loreto
Arismendi, VP, pgmng.; Carlos Cabrera, VP,
sales.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Las Reinas (Telenovelas) Internationally
acclaimed and successful soap operas
now in HD format. The list includes masterful productions that have brought to the
screen universal stories.
Dra. Nancy (Talk show, 60 min. eps.)
Hosted by the sexologist Nancy Álvarez,
features real people with real cases, and
provides them with advice based on her
knowledge and experience about family,
couples and sexual issues.

Contact: Ernesto Ramirez, deputy dir.;
Karina Etchison; Ana Sánchez.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Bronco (Bio. series, 13x52 min.) With 30
million records sold over 35 years, Bronco
is a band that broke the barriers of classism and border racism.
Bitter Daisies (Thriller, 6x70 min.) The investigation into the disappearance of Marta
Labrada in the small town of Murias in Spain
brings to light the bodies of ten women.
Catalan Kind of Love (Drama/comedy,
94x45 min.) A bakery owner’s son discovers his recently deceased father had a second family.
100% Wolf (Kids’ comedy, 26x22 min.)
Tells the story of Freddy Lupin, member of
a family of noble werewolves who, on his
13th birthday, turns into a poodle.

w www.cisneros.com

Matthew (Drama, 8x30 min.) After a traumatic episode Matthew begins to suffer
hallucinations, including one in which he is
involved in the murder of his best friend.

HI$TORY (History, 4x15 min.) From the
Cold War to Watergate, take an irreverent
romp behind the myths of history to reveal
the fascinating truths behind how money
makes the world go around.
Bright Now (15 min. eps. ongoing) Explore
advances in technology, challenging global
issues, trending stories, pivotal moments in
history, and the fascinating people at the
center of it all.

Bronco

Dark River (Thriller, 94x45 min.) Clara is
dissatisfied with the investigation into the
disappearance of her son Miguel. In her
own quest, she discovers the existence of a
drug trafficking network that her boyfriend
is involved with.
Latin American Hot Borders (Docureality, 26x24 min.) Follows those on the front
lines protecting some of the busiest and
most troubled borders in Latin America.
Planeta Burbujas (Children’s animation,
26x12 min.) Ecoloco, aided by his followers, has perfected contaminating the ecology of the planet. The Bubbles team discover the evil plans of Ecoloco and in a fun
way teach how we can help to clean and
care for the planet.

CURIOSITYSTREAM
O (1-301) 755-2050
m distribution@curiositystream.com

w curiositystream.com

Contact: John Hendricks, fndr. & chmn.;
Clint Stinchcomb, pres. & CEO; Bob Gold,
SVP, intl. dist.; Courtney Huber, dir., affiliate
sales mktg.; Adeline Cassin, mktg. cnslt.;
Dan Russell, VP, global channel mngmt.;
Jorge Franzini, dir., content & dvpmt.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Ancient Earth (Nature, 5x15 min.) Travel
back in time to the most powerful extinction periods in history and see the extraordinary creatures that dominated land, air
and sea.
The History of Food (Lifestyle/history,
5x30 min.) Covers two million years of
human history and explores the science,
history, culture and lore behind the some of
the most famous foods of the world.
Stephen Hawking’s Favorite Places
(Science, 3x30 min.) Stephen Hawking
pilots his CGI spaceship through space and
time, revealing the intimate details of his
personal journey of inspiration, perseverance and ambition.
DIGITS (Tech., 3x52 min.) Explore the history of the internet with exclusive interviews
and behind-the-scenes insight into the
remarkable technology that now permeates our lives.
The Secret Lives of Big Cats (Wildlife,
7x30 min.) Travel to some of the most
remote locations on the planet, where big
cats reign and nature is at its most savage.
These are the incredible stories of the
world's most charismatic predators.

Ancient Earth

SPEED (Engineering/history, 4x52 min.)
Buckle up for a thrilling adventure chronicling humanity’s innate need for speed and
a joyride through the science and history of
travel and innovation.
Miniverse (Science, 1x30 min.) It’s a
joyride from coast to coast—and from the
sun to Pluto. We’re scaling down the solar
system to see space as never before.
The History of Home (3x52 min.) Get
insider access to some of the world’s most
iconic locations and explore the fascinating
past, present and future of what makes our
houses... homes.

CYBER GROUP STUDIOS
O (33-1) 5556-3232/
(1-424) 341-4911

w www.cybergroupstudios.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Sadie Sparks (Kids 6-11 CGI-2D comedy,
52x11 min.) A teenage girl discovers she
has extraordinary powers—which can only
be harnessed in partnership with an
ancient and extremely grumpy magical
rabbit who just wants to retire.
Gigantosaurus (Kids 4-6 CGI-2D adventure comedy, 52x11 min.) Stars four young
dinosaur friends who are about to leave the
family and explore a world full of mysteries
and danger.
Taffy (Kids 6-10 2D comedy, 78x7 min.)
Follows the non-stop, slapstick extravaganza faced by loyal hound dog Bentley
when his billionaire old lady owner Mrs.
Muchmore takes in an imposter posing as
a wide-eyed, fluffy angora cat.
Tom Sawyer (Kids 6-12 CGI adventure,
26x22 min.) Tom Sawyer, a boy called to
adventure from the moment he wakes up,
and his friends are always on the go. Each
episode will tell one of their great adventures, escapades or explorations.
Ernest and Rebecca (Kids 5-8 2D comedy, 52x13 min.) Tells the story of Rebecca

THE LEADING ONLINE DESTINATION FOR THE INTERNATIONAL MEDIA BUSINESS.
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and her adventures with her “microbe”
Ernest, which she caught on a rainy day.
Purple Turtle (Kids 3-6 2D comedy/edutainment, 52x7 min.) Purple Turtle and his
friends Roxy the Chameleon, Zing the
Rabbit, Melody the Bird and Tadley the
Bear celebrate the joy of childhood, curiosity and discovery.
Mini Ninjas 2 (Kids 6-12 CGI-2D adventure comedy, 104x11 min.) Discover a new
generation of 12-year-old ninjas, trained by
the wise (and rather eccentric) Ninja Master
to defend the Land Below the Clouds from
the warlord Ashida.

47-year-old film director, who becomes
obsessed with 24-year-old femme-fatale
Sophie and eventually surrenders all moral
integrity in order to achieve power, success
and unlimited relevance.
Rampensau (Dumb Germany) (Crime
drama, 10x60 min.) A frustrated, impulsive
30-year-old actress goes undercover as a
high school student, trying to help her
arrested boyfriend, and finding herself
enjoying the danger a bit too much.
La Entrega (The Drop) (Crime/thriller,
10x50 min.) A series about the huge number of people who go missing in Bolivia,
revealing a world of power games, sex
cravings and violence.
Crash the Stars (Todos Contra Mi)
(Quiz show) A contestant faces eight
famous stars (a stable cast) and tries to
eliminate them and win the jackpot.
Cleaned Up (Drama, 8x60 min.) Yana is a
drug addict who ends up in a rehab clinic,
where she meets Ilya, a consultant therapist up for the challenge of helping her,
despite her lack of cooperation.
Las Estrellas (5 Stars) (Romantic comedy,
120x60 min.) The death of Mario Star
leaves his five daughters facing a challenge
(to successfully manage a boutique hotel),
which they will have to fulfill in order to
claim an inheritance.

Sadie Sparks

Zou (Kids 3-6 CGI comedy, 156x11 min.) Now
in season three, follow the daily life of a 5-yearold Zebra Zou and his extended zebra family.
Full of curiosity and love, Zou is now old
enough to start becoming his own person.
Leo, The Wildlife Ranger (Kids 3-6 CGI
educational/comedy, 60x11 min.) Join Junior
Rangers Leo and Katie, their trusted dog Hero
and the affable Ranger Rocky on exciting
adventures from places as exotic as the
Borneo rainforests to the Pacific Ocean.
Mirette Investigates (Kids 6-10 2D comedy/adventure, 52x11 min.) Discover the
first travelling detective comedy with
Mirette, a girl with a passion for investigation, and her “catssistant” Jean-Pat, a lazy
but extremely efficient ginger tomcat.

DORI MEDIA GROUP
O (41-43) 817-7050
m sales@dorimedia.com

w www.dorimedia.com,
www.dorimediadistribution.com
Suite: Tresor 2-1415
Contact: Nadav Palti, pres. & CEO; Maria
Perez Campi, dir., sales, Dori Media
Distribution Argentina.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Power Couple (Reality format) Puts love to
the test like you’ve never seen before as eight
couples face extreme challenges that will test
how well they really know each other.
Corte y Confeccion (The Fashion
House) (Fashion talent/reality) Seeks out
the best talent among the self-taught, amateurs, students and professionals in the
fashion industry with careers related to
clothing design.
Normal (Drama, 8x60 min.) When 24year-old Noam Ashkenazy hits rock bottom, he finds his own route to normality in
the unlikeliest of places: the psych ward.
Losing Alice (Psychological thriller, 8x60
min.) Tells the story of Alice, an ambitious

Rampensau (Dumb Germany)

Run!!! (Kids horror, 10x30 min.) A group of
friends meet for a fun game night at an
escape room, but as the evening continues,
they find out that each room is designed
based on a different member of the group,
and they can’t get out without revealing
their deepest secrets to each other.

ECCHO RIGHTS
O (46-8) 5560-9380
m info@ecchorights.com

w www.ecchorights.com

Stand: 309
Contact: Fredrik af Malmborg, mng. dir.;
Barbora Suster, head, LatAm & Iberia; Lisa
Wegscheider, sales coord. & format sales.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Promise (Drama, S1: 103x45 min.,
S2: 250x45 min.) Reyhan and Emir couldn’t
be any more different, yet their lives intersect with a promise that brings them
together in the most unexpected way.
Wounded Birds (Drama, S1: 122x45 min.,
S2: 82x45 min.) Two orphans on the run try to
make a new life in Istanbul. They face many
dangers, but love and determination propel
them towards a glorious destiny.

GET GLOBAL MEDIA
NEWS IN SPANISH

My Sweet Lie (Drama, 90x45 min.) Little
Kayra’s mother abandoned her. Her caring
father hides it from her, writing letters in her
mother’s name—a well-intentioned lie with
big consequences.
Love Me (Drama, 6x45 min.) How do different generations deal with love, passion and
emotion? A warm and humorous series
about relationships, grief and sadness.
North Star (Drama, 100x45 min.) Together
with three spoiled daughters, Kuzey returns
to his village. Reuniting with his childhood
love, he wonders if it was destiny that
called him home.

MasterChef México

LOL Unscripted variety series from Mexico
for Amazon Prime Video hosted by Eugenio
Derbez in which ten professional comedians compete for a cash prize by trying to
make each other laugh. A co-production
between 3Pas Studios and Endemol Shine
Boomdog.
MasterChef México The Spanish-language
version of the hit format, for TV Azteca,
brings the culture, food, flavors and seasonings of Mexico.
The Promise

Everywhere I Go (Drama, 75x45 min.) Selin
has just bought the house of her dreams but it
quickly turns into a nightmare when she realizes that she is not the only owner.
Water Mirror (Drama, S1: 97x45 min.,
S2: 153x45 min.) Twenty years after the
tragedy that left her with nothing, Rita won’t
stop until she finds her missing mother and
brother.
Heart & Soul (Drama, S1: 128x45 min.,
S2: 150x45 min.) Betrayed by her family
and lover, Benedita abandons her newborn
to give the girl a better life. But 20 years later,
she is confronted with her past.
Honour (Drama, 8x45 min.) How much
good would it take to right the wrongs of
your past? This question hangs ominously
over the four partners of a law firm who
must defend not just their clients’ honor,
but their own.

ENDEMOL SHINE
BOOMDOG
O (52-55) 5254-0880
m info@endemolshinebd.com

w www.endemolshinebd.com

Suite: Chateau 1515 & 1520
Contact: Alejandro Rincón, CEO; Álvaro
Godoy, VP, dvpmt.; Leonardo Zimbrón,
head, scripted pgmng.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Development Deal with Kate del
Castillo Known globally for her leading
role in the hit series La Reina del Sur, del
Castillo will both produce and star in projects that will be jointly developed between
Endemol Shine Boomdog and Cholawood
Productions.
¿Quién Es La Máscara? Airing on Televisa,
features celebrities facing off against one
another with one major twist: each singer is
shrouded from head to toe in an elaborate
costume, complete with full face mask to
conceal his or her identity. The Masked
Singer format licensed from MBC in
South Korea.

FILMAX
O (34) 933-368-555
m filmaxint@filmax.com

w www.filmaxinternationalsales.com
Stand: 425
Contact: Iván Díaz, head, intl.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Turu’s Musical Farm (Animation, 26x7
min.) The all-singing, all dancing series
from the great animated movie Turu, The
Wacky Hen.
The Miramar Murders (True-crime doc.,
6x52 min.) The Miramar triple homicide is
the first murder in the U.S. to have been
captured entirely on a security camera.
Hand Solo (Doc., 1x80 min.) An incredible
story of a personal triumph.
Welcome to the Family (Comedy, S2:
13x52 min.) A comical look at the institution of
family, showing courageous mothers, adopted
children and dim-witted widows embarking on
the journey of life together.
Elcano & Magellan the First Voyage
Around the World (Animation, 1x90 min.)
An adventure that changed the course of
history forever.
Bikes (Animation, 1x86 min.) Actionpacked 3D-animated comedy that features
an array of charismatic, pedal-powered
characters.
The Lunnis and the Great Fairy Tale
Adventures (Kids animation, 1x84 min.)
An intrepid journey through the world’s
best-loved tales.

Turu’s Musical Farm
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FREMANTLE
O (44-20) 7691-6000
m general.enquiries@fremantle.com

w fmscreenings.com

Suite: Sorrento 3-1909, 1910 & 1912
Contact: Lisa Honig, SEVP, dist., North
America; Sheila Aguirre, EVP, dist., LatAm
& Hispanic U.S.; Caroline Kusser, EVP,
coprod. & dist.; Michela DiMondo, SVP,
dist., Canada; Coty Cagliolo, head, prod.,
LatAm.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Luminaries (Drama, 6x60 min.) A
tale of adventure and mystery set in 1860s
New Zealand, based on the Man Booker
Prize-winning novel, starring Eva Green and
Eve Hewson.
La Jauria (Drama, 8x60 min.) Daniela
Vega (A Fantastic Woman), Antonia Zegers
and María Gracia Omegna comprise a
female-led police force who specialize in
gender-related crimes.
Baywatch Remastered (Drama, 195x60
min. & 1x120 min.) Described by Entertainment Weekly as “the most popular show in
the history of the planet,” all episodes are
now available in HD, upscaled to 16:9 cinematic widescreen.

real-life characters and events behind the
2015 “FIFA Gate” corruption scandal.
Narcos (Drama, 50x60 min.) Netflix original chronicles the real-life rise to global
power and wealth story of the world’s most
infamous drug lords.
NOX (Drama, 6x60 min.) A Creation Originale series for Canal+ about a retired cop
forced back into action when her daughter
disappears into the Paris underground.
The Art of Crime (Drama, 18x60 min.) A
hotheaded detective teams up with an art
historian from the Louvre to delve into mysteries that capture French culture and history. Produced for France 2.
Hannibal (Drama, 39x60 min.) Hannibal
Lecter was a brilliant psychiatrist in the
employ of the FBI. His task was to help an
unusually gifted criminal profiler, Will
Graham, solve horrible crimes.

Evermore

El Chapo

The Luminaries

Baywatch Hawaii (Drama, 44x60 min.)
The most popular show in TV history
moves to paradise as Mitch Buchannon
(David Hasselhoff) decides to establish an
international lifeguard training school in
Hawaii. With Jason Momoa.
Secrets of the Solar System (Factual,
8x60 min.) A landmark documentary
series of extraordinary human exploration
discovering our true place in the universe.
Schindler: The Real Story (Factual,
1x90 min.) This BAFTA-winning documentary reveals the real man behind the Spielberg
movie, told through the testimony of over
40 Holocaust survivors saved by
Schindler. Narrated by Sir Ben Kingsley.

GAUMONT
O (1-424) 281-5200
m cecilia.rossignol@gaumont.com

w www.gaumont.us

Suite: Chateau 1516
Contact: Christophe Riandee, vice CEO;
Gene Stein, pres., TV, U.S.; Christian
Gabela, VP, intl. coprod.; Cécilia Rossignol,
VP, intl. TV sales, scripted.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
El Presidente (Drama, 8x60 min.) Amazon
Prime original series inspired by the

contestants in each episode will carry on to
the semi-finals. They have up to three chances
to prove to the audience and the jury that they
have what it takes to be a music icon.
Lucky Room (Game-show format) Contestants and their families participate in
this studio-based quiz show.

Hemlock Grove (Drama, 33x60 min.)
As the town’s secrets begin to unravel,
Hemlock Grove forces us to ask, What
is the true nature of a monster?
The Frozen Dead (Drama, 6x60 min.) A
horrific discovery in a small town nestled
high in the French Pyrenees begins to
unravel a dark mystery that has been hidden for years.
El Chapo (Drama, 34x60 min.) A look at
the life of notorious drug kingpin El Chapo
from his early days to his rise to power.

GLOBAL AGENCY
O (90-212) 241-2693
m info@theglobalagency.tv

w www.theglobalagency.tv

Stand: 301
Contact: Ivan Sanchez, sales dir., LatAm;
Gözde Sergili, sales dir., Europe.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Daydreamer (Dramedy, 161x60 min.) A funloving daydreamer sets off on a tumultuous
journey of romantic adventure, leaving behind
her father’s grocery store to tame the wild
heart of a world-famous photographer and
teach them both about love.
Evermore (Drama, S1: 51x60 min., S2:
129x60 min., S3: 121x60 min.) The passionate love between a wealthy businessman and a poor singer struggles to survive
in a battle against deep-rooted family traditions that prize power over romance.
Gulperi (Drama, 93x60 min.) A woman
struggles to fulfill her dreams in the face of
a tyrannical family determined to control
her every step, battling alone to win the
hearts of the children turned against her
and carve out the loving life she craves.
The Legend (Singing talent format) Contestants sing their hearts out. The top two

My Wife Rules (Cooking-show format)
Communicating only through an earpiece,
the wives must get their husbands to cook
a dish without any experience or knowledge of what they are cooking.
Keep It or Lose It (Game-show format) A
game show where you choose the prizes,
but then you have to hold onto them by
answering questions.
Cleaning Masters (Reality competition
format) Five meticulous and sharp contestants compete against each other in cleaning some very messy and dirty houses.

GLOOB
O (55-21) 2145-8802
m fmano_prest@globosat.com.br

w globosatcontent.com

Headless Japanese, the long-missing legend
of Cool Daddy’s, the coolest karaoke bar in the
city of Corner Pocket.
Time to Rock (Animation, 26x15 min.)
Fred, Bea, Eddie and Chiclet form a peculiar rock band. When playing video game
instruments, they “travel” to the past,
changing the course of history.
Blue Building Detectives (Live action,
S1-6: 142x15 min., S7-12: 155x30 min.,
S13-14: in prod.) Whenever something fishy
happens around the building, three friends
become the Blue Building Detectives.
Anittinha’s Club (Animation, S1: 9x5
min., S2: 26x5 min. in prod.) Anittinha, the
cutest popstar on the planet, is on a world
tour with her crew in a mobile home.
Valentins (Live action, S1: 26x30 min., S2:
26x30 min.) When scientists Alice and Artur
Valentim mysteriously vanish, their four kids
are forced to face all kinds of fears, threats and
an unexpected adversary.
Guess Who’s Cooking (Live action, S1-5:
26x15 min. each & format) In a kitchen full
of colors and fun accessories, three friends
get together to prepare delicious recipes.
After every new dish, the children learn
about the origins and history of food.

GMA WORLDWIDE
O (632) 8333-7633
m gwi@gmanetwork.com

w www.gmaworldwide.tv

Stand: MT 29
Contact: Roxanne J. Barcelona, VP; Norman
Vincent A. Baguisa, snr. operations mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Gift (Drama, 50x45 min.) Joseph may be
blind, but he sees what ordinary eyes cannot
see—glimpses of past and future events.
For Love or Money (Drama, 45x45 min.)
Will a devoted wife let her fidelity be shaken
and give in to an indecent proposal if it is
the only way to save her husband’s life?

Contact: Flavia Mano, sales analyst.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Game Crashers (Live-action sitcom, S1:
26x30 min., S2: 26x30 min. in prod.) Tired
of fighting villains and saving the universe
hundreds of times a day, Glinda, Neo and
Tyron, video game characters, become real
kids and enroll at Pirandello’s school, facing all the wonders of every child’s life.

Broken Faith

Time to Rock

Brainiacs (Live action, S1: 26x30 min.,
S2: 26x30 min., S3: 26x30 min.) Isaac is
12 years old and earns an opportunity to
get his education at the Genius School.
When introduced to Robotics, he finds a
way to help his quadriplegic sister to play
videogames again.
Gigablaster (Animation, S1: 26x15 min., S2:
26x15 min.) Giga is a blue rhinoceros who is
charged with an odd mission: to sing like the

The Silent Thief (Crime drama, 45x45 min.)
In Jessie’s quest to find her abducted son, she
uncovers secrets that will point to unlikely suspects and will push her to the limit.
Broken Faith (Drama, 35x45 min.) In her
desperation to seek revenge against her
husband’s other woman, a wife becomes
the person she hates the most—a mistress.
A Place in Your Heart (Drama, 40x45 min.)
A good stepmother battles against the evil
ex-wife of the man she loves and the mother
of the children she has learned to love.
Prima Donnas (Family drama, 50x45 min.)
Fraternal triplets separated from their father
must find their way back home and earn their
rights as heiresses to the family wealth.
The Way to Your Heart (Drama, 83x45
min.) Onay, a little person with achondroplastic dwarfism, has two daughters with

Video interviews with leading players in the media business, industry analysis
and a recap of the week’s events—delivered to your inbox every Thursday.
FOR A FREE SUBSCRIPTION, PLEASE VISIT SUBSCRIPTIONS.WS
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contracting personalities—one loves her
unconditionally, while the other is ashamed of
her condition. (Dubbed in Spanish)
A Woman Scorned (Drama, 180x45
min.) A simple wife and a seductive office
manager engage in a tug-of-war to win the
heart of a widower/reputable pilot yearning
for true love. (Dubbed in Spanish)
Stay with Me (Drama, 65x45 min.)
Thea’s traumatic past haunts her when she
tests positive for HIV. How can she conquer
her inner demons and reclaim her life and
her family? (Dubbed in Spanish)
The Heart Knows (Family drama, 77x45
min.) A boy with autism faces the challenge
of becoming a parent after a prostitute
seduces him and claims he is the father of
her baby. (Dubbed in Spanish)

GRB STUDIOS
O (1-818) 728-4140
m sales@grbtv.com

w www.grbtv.com

Stand: 515
Contact: Sarah Coursey, SVP, intl.;
Melanie Torres, snr. sales cnslt.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
On the Case (Crime, 226x60 min.)
Explore murder mysteries through in-depth
interviews with witnesses and suspects
and examine the evidence to unravel the
mystery. Produced for Discovery ID.
The Bay (Drama, 61x30 min.) This
Emmy-winning drama follows the affluent
yet dysfunctional residents of a posh seaside town. Starring Ronn Moss from The
Bold and the Beautiful.

dealing with the aftermath of a mass
shooting in which 17 of their classmates
were murdered.
Beyond Boundaries (Doc., 1x90
min./1x120 min.) Interviews with celebrities
and Hollywood insiders shed light on the
Weinstein sexual abuse scandal and the issue
of abuse of power in the film industry.
Irreconcilable Differences (Doc., 10x60
min.) Watch as our panel of industry insiders expose the details of Hollywood’s most
controversial divorces.

GREAT MOVIES
DISTRIBUTION
O (1-305) 775-0104
m salete@greatmovies.biz
Contact: Salete Stefanelli, head, intl.
sales; Alexandre Freire, CEO.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Break Away (Action/thriller, 1x85 min.) Five
young adults who want to celebrate New
Year’s Eve on top of a mountain get stuck in a
gondola lift. What started out as an adventurous party soon becomes a fight for survival.

Break Away

Killers Anonymous (Action/crime/
mystery, 1x95 min.) A support group for
killers is held on a regular basis. The
participants sit in a circle of trust and
share their transgressions.
The House Elf (Comedy/family/fantasy,
1x90 min.) A single mother buys a flat in
Moscow and discovers there is a mythical
creature—a home elf—living there.
Highland: Thailand’s Marijuana
Awakening

Cinderella Bride (Docuseries, 6x30 min.)
Each episode follows wedding planner
Sheri Steffans as she and her team give
deserving couples their dream wedding.
Listen (Doc., 1x90 min.) Follow ordinary
people as they are forced to spend time
with someone who has opposing views on
an important topic. Will they be able to
learn from each other?
Highland: Thailand’s Marijuana
Awakening (Doc., 3x30 min.) In Thailand,
far from the tourists and the tropical beaches,
there is a growing community of Thai people
fighting a battle to legalize marijuana.
Untold Stories of the E.R. (Factual,
150x60 min. & format) These real stories
demonstrate the dramatic nature of medicine practiced under pressure.
Close Up with The Hollywood
Reporter (Celeb., 42x60 min.) This roundtable interview series features the hottest
A-list stars and directors from the year’s
most acclaimed films and television series.
The New Normal (Doc., 1x90 min.) Follows five Parkland High School students

GURU STUDIO
O (1-416) 599-4878
m sales@gurustudio.com

w gurustudio.com

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Pikwik Pack (Preschool 2D, 52x11 min.)
Follows Suki the hedgehog and her team of
adorable animals as they deliver magical
packages to the kind citizens of Pikwik.

Pikwik Pack

True and the Rainbow Kingdom
(Preschool 3D, 30x22 min., 5x22 min.
seasonal specials & 1x44 min. holiday
special) True, our bright and fearless heroine, and her hilarious best friend, Bartleby
the cat, come to the rescue of Rainbow
City’s whimsical citizens.
Big Blue (Kids 5-9 2D comedy, 52x11
min.) Siblings Lettie and Lemo lead their
quirky submarine crew to solve the ocean’s
mysteries and find the origins of a new
magical recruit named Bacon Berry.
Justin Time (Preschool 2D, 74x11 min. &
2x22 min.) Justin’s imagination catapults
him into larger-than-life adventures set in
different points in history.

GUSTO TV
O (1-613) 730-1728
m sales@gustoworldwidemedia.com

w www.gustoworldwidemedia.com

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Cook Like a Chef (Food/cooking, 20x30
min. 4K & format) A food series featuring a
diverse cast of renowned chefs who inspire
viewers how to cook—not what to cook—
with expert techniques, tips and tricks.
DNA Dinners (Food/cooking, 16x30 min.
4K) Takes viewers on an emotional roller
coaster ride of self-discovery, with delicious dishes along the way. Accompanied
with recipes and short-form content.
Bonacini’s Italy (Food/cooking, 30x30 min.
4K) Features celebrity chef Michael Bonacini
as he cooks sumptuous Italian fare. Marketing
package includes 64 recipes, short-form
videos and food photography.
Flour Power (Food/cooking, 26x30 min.
4K) Set in a retro-style kitchen, the host
inspires viewers with simple to extravagant
baked treats. Accompanied by 85 recipes,
short-form videos and photography.
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The Latin Kitchen (Food/cooking, 15x30
min. 4K) Explores three Latin cuisines
(Mexican, Venezuelan and Spanish) with
three hosts. Turnkey marketing package
includes 60 recipes, short-form videos and
photography.
The Urban Vegetarian (Food/cooking,
15x30 min. 4K) Set in an upscale kitchen,
celebrates delicious vegetarian cuisine.
Accompanied by 45-plus recipes, shortform videos and photography.

HBO LATIN AMERICA
O (1-786) 501-8317
m internationalsales@hbo-la.com

w screeningroom.hbolag.com

Suite: Versailles 588
Contact: Emilio Rubio, CEO; Luis Peraza,
pres., networks; Roberto Rios, CVP, original
prod.; Paul Drago, dir., original prod., operations; Xavier Aristimuño, VP, lic.; Vanessa
Cruz, lic. & new business lead; Joel Barradas,
VP, network relations; Javier Figueras, CVP,
affiliate relations; Dionne Bermudez, VP,
digital dist. & business research; Gustavo
Grossmann, CVP, networks; Roberto
Hernandez, SVP, general counsel.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Entre Hombres (4x60 min.) Takes place
in 1996, in Buenos Aires, presenting a disturbing urban landscape marked by
intense violence and a lack of moral, political and social values, typical of the capital
in those years.

Chumel con Chumel Torres

Cook Like a Chef

Spencer’s Big 30 (Food/cooking, 34x30
min. 4K) Shot in real time, features healthy,
family-style meals made in around 30
minutes for about $30. Accompanied by
115-plus original recipes, short-form
videos and photography.
Watts on the Grill (Food/cooking, 25x30
min. 4K) This cooking series is all about delectable barbeque and inspiring viewers to entertain guests outdoors. Accompanied by recipes,
short form-videos and food photography.
Fish the Dish (Food/cooking, S1: 15x30
min., S2: 15x30 min. 4K) Celebrates sustainability while demystifying cooking
seafood. Accompanied by 120-plus
recipes with videos and photography.
One World Kitchen (Food/cooking, S1:
30x30 min., S2: 24x30 min., S3: 28x30
min. 4K) Features international cuisines
(Italian, Indian, Thai, Argentine, Japanese,
Cantonese, Lebanese and Greek). Accompanied by 320-plus short-form videos,
recipes and photography.

Todxs Nosotrxs (8x30 min.) Produced in
Brazil under the general direction of Vera Egito,
tells the story of Rafa, an 18-year-old, pansexual and non-binary gender, who decides to
move to São Paulo in search of a new life.
El Huésped Americano (The American
Guest) (4x60 min.) Follows the journey of
former U.S. president Teddy Roosevelt
(Aidan Quinn), alongside Brazilian army
officer Cândido Rondon, in a quest to
explore unknown regions and come face to
face with indigenous inhabitants of the
Brazilian Amazon.
Santos Dumont (6x60 min.) This period
piece tells the story of Santos Dumont, the
famous inventor and aviator who captivated
Europe with his aeronautical endeavors at
the turn of the 20th century.
Chumel con Chumel Torres (S5) A new
season with one of the most important
influencers in Mexico, presenting topics on
political, social and other controversial
events with his humor and irreverence.
Pico Da Neblina (Joint Venture) (10x60
min.) A young drug dealer decides to leave the
criminal life and use his knowledge to trade
within the law, in a fictitious São Paulo where
marijuana has been legalized.
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winning brand to animated life in a witty
and heartwarming film adventure.
The Queen’s Corgi (Animation) Rex, a
spoilt little corgi who lives a life of luxury in
Buckingham Palace, winds up in a London
home for dogs surrounded by tough strays.
Mia and the White Lion (Drama, 1x98
min.) Mia and the white lion Charlie set off on
an epic adventure across the wild African
savanna in search of another land where
Charlie can live out his life safe and free.

INTER MEDYA
O (90-212) 231-0102
m info@intermedya.tv

w www.intermedya.tv

Suite: Tresor 2-1512
Contact: Beatriz Cea Okan, VP & head,
sales & acq.; Sibel Levendoglu, sales exec.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Ambassador’s Daughter (Drama)
Nare, an ambassador’s daughter, disappeared the night she was due to marry
Sancar, the son of a poor woodchopper.
On another wedding night, she reappears.
The Light of Hope (Drama) Tells the
heartbreaking story of a family torn to
pieces. A mother, father and child must
overcome obstacles to find each other and
become a family again.

Ramo

Ramo (Drama) Inspired by a real person,
tells the extraordinary story of a man who
goes against a ruthless crime boss, and falls
in love with the daughter of his arch nemesis.
Bitter Lands (Drama) The story of a legendary love that begins in Istanbul during
the 1970s and continues in the fertile lands
of Çukurova in southern Turkey through the
trials of evil, ambition and tyranny.
Loved You Once (Youth drama) Ambition,
arrogance, socio-economic differences,
past lies and secrets will destroy not only
the lives of Aslım and Ozan, but also the
lives of their families.
The Perfect Couple (Reality dating format,
60-90 min. eps.) Eleven men and eleven
women looking for love compete for rooms in
a luxurious house in the Caribbean.
Mother in Style (Format, 60 min. eps.)
Five brides and their mothers-in-law compete together in this reality fashion show.

Hekimoglu

Hekimoglu (Drama) The local version of the
hit U.S. scripted series House stars Timuçin
Esen as Ateş Hekimoğlu, an acclaimed infectious diseases and nephrology physician.
Azize (Drama) Melek changes her identity to
infiltrate the mafia family that murdered her
father and condemned her mother to a mental
hospital. Intent on revenge, she faces an obstacle she never encountered: falling in love with
the Alpan family’s youngest son.
Price of Passion (Romance drama,
32x130 min./95x45 min.) Ferhat is a hit
man working for his criminal uncle. Asli is a
young and idealistic doctor. Their paths
cross in the most unexpected way.
Wounded Love (Historical drama,
57x130 min./168x45 min.) The story of
one of the most tragic heroes of his time,
who is condemned to face the ruin of his
family while he can do nothing to stop it.

LEDAFILMS
O (54-11) 4788-5215
m info@ledafilms.com

w www.ledafilms.com

Suite: Tresor 2-2005
Contact: Alejandro Leda, pres.; Moira Mc
Namara, dir., sales.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Miraculous—Lady Bug & Cat Noir,
Awakening (Animation) Based on the
eponymous global entertainment phenomenon, combines fun adventures with
endearing characters in a visual spectacle.

LIONSGATE
ENTERTAINMENT
O (1-310) 449-9200
m general-inquiries@lionsgate.com

w www.lionsgate.com

Suite: Sorrento 3-0512
Contact: Kevin Beggs, chmn., Lionsgate
TV; Parker Bova, dir., worldwide digital
sales & dist.; Chase Brisbin, VP, worldwide
global digital & SVOD; Tyler Caldwell, mgr.,
sales planning; Alice Dickens-Koblin, VP,
original pgmng., unscripted; John Dorgan,
dir., AVOD & digital dist.; Suzy Feldman,
SVP, worldwide TV mktg. & PR; Courtney
Fitzpatrick, sales & dist. coord., Canada TV;
Dawn Flagg, mgr., events; Adam Frank,
SVP, worldwide digital sales & dist.; Jared
Goetz, pres., domestic TV dist.; Scott Herbst,
SVP, TV prod.; Lee Hollin, SVP & head, current pgmng.; Susan Hummel, EVP & mng.
dir., Canada TV; Kathryn Ikenberry, snr.
mgr., worldwide TV & digital dist.; Agapy
Kapouranis, pres., intl. TV & digital dist.;
Kara McKinney, dir., worldwide
AVOD/SVOD; Blake Mott, mgr., sales planning; Kate Nexon, VP, North American TV
sales; Jim Packer, pres., worldwide TV &
digital dist.; Alexandra Pappas, mgr., dist.;
Jocelyn Sabo, SVP, TV; Elissa Shenkman,
VP, events, worldwide TV; Rod Siler, snr.
mgr., AVOD & digital dist.; Sandra Stern,
pres., TV group; Lawrence Szabo, EVP,
North American TV sales; Joann Villasenor,
snr. coord., events; Michael Weinstein,
EVP, sales planning & dist.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Zoey’s Extraordinary Playlist (Drama,
12x60 min.) Zoey Clarke is a whip-smart
computer coder forging her way in San
Francisco. After an unusual event, she starts
to hear the innermost wants and desires of the
people around her through songs.

KANAL D INTERNATIONAL
O (90-212) 413-5666
m sales@kanald.international

w www.kanald.international

Baba Yaga (Horror) Egor sets out with his
friends to look for his baby sister, taken by
the nanny, who is actually an ancient Slavic
demon that once went by the name Yaga.
The Banishing (Horror) 1936, Borley Village, England. A family must uncover the
terrifying truth about their house and the
paranormal force that inhabits it.
En Viaje (Format) Since Meche, a flight attendant, started her blog “On Board,” she spends
a lot more time peeking on the passengers.
PLAYMOBIL: The Movie (Animation)
Brings the internationally beloved, award-

MADD ENTERTAINMENT
O (90-212) 273-2434
m info@madd.tv

w www.madd.tv

Suite: Tresor 2-1612
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
A Miracle (Drama) Ali is a young, autistic
savant medical school graduate who had a
difficult upbringing. He is quite the genius,
but has trouble communicating with people because of his condition. His biggest
dream is to become a surgeon.
Love Makes You Cry (Drama) A young village girl begins her life’s journey to the big city
and discovers love, courage and tears.
Adapted from the hit Japanese series.

A Miracle

The Choice (Drama) After being wrongfully
fired and seeing his son stricken with illness,
an idealistic professor seeks help from a
childhood friend, leading him on a dark
adventure he could never have imagined.

MARVISTA
ENTERTAINMENT
O (1-424) 274-3000
m info@marvista.net

Miraculous—Lady Bug & Cat Noir,
Awakening

Suite: Tresor 2-1804/2-1802
Contact: Kerim Emrah Turna, exec. dir.;
Mikaela Perez, sales exec., LatAm & Spain.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Ruthless City (Drama, S1: 9/30 eps., S2
in prod.) Seher’s life changes dramatically
when her mother-in-law makes a deal to
sell one of her daughters to a wealthy man
from her hometown.
Love Trap (Romantic comedy, ongoing)
Ayse, a poor girl, forces Kerem, the son of
one of the wealthiest families in Istanbul, to
marry her.

ambitious endeavor that is destined to be
undermined by several over-acting screenhogging actors.
Love Life (Comedy, 10x30 min.) The
romantic comedy anthology will follow a
different protagonist’s quest for love each
season, with each episode telling the story
of one of their relationships.
Ramy (Comedy, 20x30 min.) Ramy Hassan
is a first-generation Egyptian-American
who is on a spiritual journey in his politicallydivided New Jersey neighborhood.
Cold Courage (Drama, 8x60 min.) Lia, a
Finnish woman escaping an abusive relationship back home, is drawn into a clandestine group led by Mari that is dedicated
to bringing their own forms of justice to
those beyond the law.

w www.marvista.net
Zoey’s Extraordinary Playlist

Manhunt: Deadly Games (Drama,
10x60 min.) An anthology that chronicles
one of the largest and most complex manhunts on U.S. soil—the search for the 1996
Atlanta Olympics bomber, Eric Rudolph.
The Goes Wrong Show (Comedy, 6x30
min.) Follows the fictitious Cornley Drama
Society undertaking yet another overly-

Suite: Tresor 2-2308
Contact: Fernando Szew, CEO; Larry
Grimaldi, SVP, creative affairs; Neil Elman,
VP, creative affairs; Michol Hatwan, dir.,
dist.; Deena Stern, SVP, mktg. & comms.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Grounded for Christmas (Holiday, 1x90
min.) A pilot realizes her ex will be at her parents’ holiday party and enlists the help of her
co-pilot to pretend he is her new boyfriend.
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Another Christmas Coincidence

Another Christmas Coincidence (Holiday, 1x90 min.) A man and woman who
keep running into each other during the holidays learn to balance their newfound
attraction with their complicated work lives.
Christmas 9 to 5 (Holiday, 1x90 min.)
When a journalist is assigned to work retail
during the holidays in order to uncover the
meaning of Christmas, she finds her true
calling—and love.
The Lies I Tell Myself (YA, 1x90 min.) A
teenager who returns to school after summer camp becomes torn between her onagain-off-again jock boyfriend and her
sweet musician rebound guy.
Swimming for Gold (YA, 1x90 min.) A
U.S. women’s swim team Olympic hopeful
suffers an injury that forces her to put aside
her dreams and help the Australian men’s
swim team get competition ready.
Fatal Deceit (Thriller, 1x90 min.) A single
mother fights to prove her missing daughter is
alive despite evidence suggesting otherwise.
Never See Her Again (Thriller, 1x90 min.)
A troubled teen uses her newfound friendship with two popular cheerleaders to
become the school’s “Most Inspirational”
student—by any means necessary.
Death By Friendship (Thriller, 1x90 min.)
A concerned mother is relieved when her
troubled teenage daughter makes a new
friend, but soon realizes the friend is the
negative influence she feared.
Friend Request (Thriller, 1x90 min.) A
successful family man is seduced by an
ex-girlfriend who is out for revenge for a
past wrongdoing.
Sinister Savior (Thriller, 1x90 min.) An
emergency room doctor is attacked while
walking home, but is saved by a hero who
turns out to be the real villain.

MATTEL
O (44-207) 554-2500
m content_sales@mattel.com

w www.mattel.com

Kidscreen Suite: Godfrey
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Barbie Princess Adventure (Animation,
1x72 min.) Barbie discovers what it means
to be a modern princess in this full-length,
original musical when she switches places
with her royal doppelganger. Barbie helps a
young monarch find her voice and use her
position for social change.
Barbie Dreamhouse Adventures (Animation, S2: 22x22 min.) Watch as Barbie
navigates school life and sports with her
special blend of wisdom, warmth and cando attitude. Filled with relatable stories and

heartfelt moments, Barbie is ready to show
the world once again: you can be anything.
Barbie Dreamhouse Adventures:
Magical Mermaid Mystery (Animation,
1x80 min.) What starts out as a summer job
at a waterpark in Malibu turns into an underwater mystery that has Barbie and her friends
reuniting a lost baby whale with its family.
Barbie Vlogger (Animation, 60x5 min.)
Barbie shares information about her life,
inspirations and favorite things. She loves
to do silly challenges with her friends Ken,
Harper and Ryan, and her sister Chelsea.
Enchantimals Tales of Everwilde S1
(Animation, 26x11 min.) Step into the fantastical world of the Enchantimals, a group
of lovable half-animal, half-human girls
who share a special bond with their cuddly
animal besties.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Head (Thriller, 6x50 min.) Who would
you trust? That’s a question a group of scientists will have to sort out quickly if they
want to survive the polar winter.
The Chef’s Disciple (Cooking, 24x90
min.) Three renowned chefs will get the
chance to compare their coaching skills in
this innovative cooking show in which
chefs are teachers.

The Paradise

Enchantimals Tales of Everwilde S2

Enchantimals Tales of Everwilde S2
(Animation, 13x5 min.) The Enchantimals
and their besties discover and explore an
exciting new world full of wonder. A trip to
Junglewood takes them out of Wonderwood and into a fantastical new land where
they meet wonderful new friends.
Thomas & Friends (The Royal Engine +
Marvelous Machinery) (Animation, S24:
20x11 min., 3x22 min.) Adventure and
excitement abound for Thomas and the
Steam Team on the island of Sodor.
Thomas’ new friend Ruth shakes things up
with exciting new inventions and technology.
Thomas & Friends (Digs & Discoveries +
Steam Team to The Rescue) (Animation,
S23: 20x11 min. & 3x22 min.) Thomas continues his global adventure, visiting Italy and
Brazil. Thomas spends time with his friends on
Sodor as well.
Thomas & Friends Big World Big
Adventures The Movie (Animation, 1x80
min.) Thomas is inspired to embark on an
ambitious trip around the world, traveling
across five continents, discovering magnificent new sights and cultures.
Wellie Wishers (Animation, 13x11 min.)
A sweet and lively group of friends play in
their whimsical garden. While the girls play,
they learn about the natural world and
experience the magic of their imaginations.

THE MEDIAPRO STUDIO
DISTRIBUTION
O (34-917) 285-740
m themediaprostudio@mediapro.tv

w distribution.themediaprostudio.com

Stand: 425
Contact: Marta Ezpeleta, head, dist. &
coprod.; Javier Esteban, dist. & coprod.;
Miguel Garcia, dist. & coprod.

Caminantes (Terror/thriller, 8x20 min.) Five
teenagers disappear while on their “Road to
Santiago” pilgrimage. When the police find
videos on their phones, they can retrace the
40-hour-long nightmare they lived.
The Paradise (Thriller, 8x50 min.) “Little
Finland” in Southern Spain. A detective
arrives to help local authorities solve murder investigations. In a place so bright, the
truth is hard to see.
The Dinner of a Lifetime (Gastronomic ent.,
6x50 min.) Three-Michelin-starred Chef
Quique Dacosta invites celebrities to taste their
memories. Each dish represents a concrete
memory and the dinner tells their life story.
Juan for President (Comedy, 8x30 min.)
They were looking for a serious, charismatic
politician. Instead, they got Juan, a clumsy Minister of Agriculture aiming to become president.
Side Games (Thriller, S1: 8x50 min., S2:
8x50 min.) The story of the ambitious executive of a regional soccer team who will dive into
a shady game of corruption and violence.

MISTCO
O (90-216) 695-1300
m info@mistco.tv

w www.mistco.tv
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four children in Istanbul in the ’70s and he
earns a living from his automobile repair
shop. His wife, Neriman, dreams of having
a better life and sometimes she misleads
her children with such pipe dreams.
Beloved (Romance drama, 66x45 min.,
S2: ongoing) In the midst of an emotional
labyrinth, Aziz and Feride must not only
overcome the challenges of old love interests but must face the consequences of
secrets brought to light.
The Circle (Crime drama, 61x45 min.) The
story of two brave young men in a dark world.
Cihangir and Kaan are dragged into a game
created by the mafia, money and death.
Resurrection: Ertugrul (Drama, S1-5:
448x45 min.) In this story from the 13th
century, our hero Ertugrul, the father of
Osman, is struggling to find a home for his
tribe and the woman he is in love with.
The Last Emperor (Drama, S1-2:
189x45 min., S3: 100x45 min., S4: ongoing) Sheds light on the real-life story of the
last, strongest Ottoman Emperor, Abdulhamid
Han, who faced many schemes to
dethrone him.

Melek “A Mother’s Struggle”

Surprise Marriage (Romance drama,
135x45 min.) Describes the love of Itir and
Tarik, who were born and raised in the
same neighborhood, fell in love and secretly
married each other in university. How long
can they keep this marriage from their
parents?

MONDO TV
IBEROAMÉRICA
O (34-91) 399-2710

w www.mondotviberoamerica.com
Stand: 308
Contact: Aysegul Tuzun, mng. dir.; Maria
Fernanda Espino Noguez, sales mgr.,
LatAm.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Golden Cage (Romance drama, 100x45
min.) Zuluf and Kenan are the children of
two hostile families. This is the story of an
enchanting love born out of revenge.
Melek “A Mother’s Struggle” (Romance
drama, 100x45 min.) About a mother who
sacrifices everything for her children and
her fight to protect them.
My Champion (Romance drama, 100x45
min.) After his wife passed away, Kafkas, a
boxer, decided to give up everything. When he
learns that his son has a serious disease, it is
time for him to come back for one last round.
Hold My Hand (Romance drama, S1:
151x45 min., S2: ongoing) The love story
between Azra and Cenk starts with a
tragedy but later becomes fortune.
Family Honor (Family drama, 200x45
min.) Cemal Ocak lives with his wife and

Stand: 510
Contact: Maria Bonaria Fois, GM; Dimitri
Papanikas, intl. sales & coprod. mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
MeteoHeroes (2D comedy adventure,
52x7 min.) Six ordinary kids discover that
they have extraordinary powers over the
weather in a show that raises awareness of
pollution and climate change.
YooHoo to the Rescue (CGI comedy
adventure, 52x11 min.) YooHoo and his
crew travel from the magical forest of
YooTopia to Earth to confront threats to
nature and wildlife, meet endangered animal species and make new friends.
Bat Pat (2D comedy adventure, S2: 52x11
min.) A spooky adventure-comedy series in
which Bat Pat and friends try to unravel the
mysteries of the scary creatures that lurk in
and around their hometown of Fogville.
Heidi Bienvenida (Live action, S1-2:
120x45 min.) Comedy, friendship,
romance, music, fashion and fun: the
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adventures of the happy, carefree girl who
leaves her beloved mountain home to live
in the big city. Feature film coming soon.
Invention Story (CGI comedy, 52x11
min.) The story of a fox named Kit, a talented
inventor, who makes lots of friends and a
few powerful enemies among the rabbit
inhabitants of Carrot Town.
Sissi the Young Empress (CGI comedy
adventure, 52x26 min., S3: 26x11 min.
coming soon) Inspired by the charming
young Empress of Austria, a love story worthy of the best pages of world literature,
one of the most romantic of all time.
Robot Trains (Comedy adventure CGI,
S1-2: 84x11 min., S3: 52x11 min. in prod.)
The new adventures of the trains who can
turn into robots to protect Rail World and
its energy supplies.

hundreds of enslaved African Americans to
make their way to the freedom of the North.
Blood 13 A reckless female detective faces a
gruesome crime scene in a basement bathroom during a murder investigation. To bring
the killer to justice, she risks everything.

The Great Escape 2

Fat Legs After a breakup, aspiring actress
Anna travels to Paris to the home of her
best friend, Jean.
The Great Escape 2 (4K) A former POW
leads a special task force to hunt down the
culprits responsible for carrying out the
orders to murder 50 of the 76 escapees
from Stalag Luft III.

NBCUNIVERSAL
INTERNATIONAL
DISTRIBUTION
O (1-818) 777-1300

w www.nbcuniversal.com

Invention Story

Adventures in Duckport (2D comedy
adventure, 33x11 min.) The exciting adventures of the original Suzy’s Zoo characters. The
story begins when Suzy Ducken and her neighbor, Jack Quaker, form an adventure club.

MULTICOM
ENTERTAINMENT GROUP
O (1-310) 693-8818
m info@multicom.tv

w www.multicom.tv

Stand: 403/Cabana: 18
Contact: Irv Holender, chmn.; Niloo Badie,
head, sales & dist.; Jesse Baritz, dir., content acq. & dvpmt.; Darrin Holender, pres.;
Diane Tripp, SVP, sales.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
TheArchive (Channel) Dedicated to aficionados and lovers of story, craft and silver screen fun, representing rare, retro and
4K restored films and classic TV.
TheGrapevine (Channel) With hundreds
of documentaries, specials and unscripted
series on every subject from around the
world, including food, travel, politics, religion, pop culture, crime, current events and
social issues.
The Remarkable Life of John Weld The
true story of John Weld, who went from
stuntman during Hollywood’s golden era to
journalist, novelist and many other lives
while sharing adventures with some of the
most influential, writers, actors, politicians
and industrialists of the 20th century.
A Woman Called Moses (4K) Stars
Cicely Tyson as real-life escaped slave
Harriet Tubman, who helped organize the
Underground Railroad, which enabled

irreverent animated comedy about the
world of average 15-year-old Duncan
Harris, his family and friends.
The Baker and the Beauty (Drama,
9x60 min.) Tells the story of the improbable romance between two people from
completely different worlds: Daniel, a modest baker who still lives with his parents,
and Noa, one of the most recognizable
women in the world.

Suite: Versailles 17/Fl.
Contact: Belinda Menendez, pres. & chief
revenue officer, global dist. & intl.; Ken
Bettsteller, pres., global networks, intl.; Don
McGregor, EVP, sales liaison, intl. dist.;
Carolyn Stalins, SVP, intl. dist., EMEA; Sven
Noth, SVP, sales liaison, GAS & CEE; Victor
Dangond, VP, sales liaison, LatAm; Gustavo
Schneideroff, VP, sales liaison, LatAm;
Denise Assumpcao, VP, sales liaison,
LatAm; Örjan Olsson, VP, sales liaison,
Nordics.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Brave New World (Drama, 9x60 min.)
Based on Aldous Huxley’s groundbreaking
1932 novel, imagines a utopian society
that has achieved peace and stability
through the prohibition of monogamy, privacy, money, family and history itself.
Belgravia (Drama, 6x60 min.) From Julian
Fellowes, a limited series based on his
bestselling novel of the same name, set
amid the intrigue and scandal of 19th century British society.
100 Días Para Enamorarnos (Family
telenovela, 100x60 min.) Two charming
women embark on a supportive journey of
self-discovery when they decide to end
their respective marriages, and open up
their hearts to new adventures and the pursuit of true love.
Dr. Death (Drama, 8x60 min.) Based on
the hit podcast from Wondery, tells the true
story of Dr. Christopher Duntsch (Jamie
Dornan). When a growing number of his
patients end up permanently maimed or
worse, two fellow surgeons set out to stop
the sociopath in their midst.
Council of Dads (Drama, 10x60 min.) When
Scott, a loving father of four, has his entire life’s
plan thrown into upheaval by an unexpected
health scare, he calls on a few of his closest
allies to step in as back-up dads for every
stage of his growing family’s life.
Duncanville (Animated, 11x30 min.) From
Amy Poehler and veteran Simpsons producers Mike and Julie Scully comes an

44 Cats Season 1

The Baker and the Beauty

Resident Alien (Drama, 10x60 min.) A
crash-landed alien must take on the identity of a small-town Colorado doctor and
somehow find a way to fit in with the local
human population.
Cobra (Drama, 6x60 min.) Charts the
response of the British government’s crisis
team COBRA as they respond to an unprecedented and unfolding natural disaster.

RAINBOW
O (39-071) 7506-7500
m info@rbw.it

w www.rbw.it

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
44 Cats Season 1 (CGI comedy, 52x13
min.) The adventures of the Buffycats, four
special musician cats, always ready to play
new songs and help all friends in need with
their Noodle Power.
44 Cats Season 2 (CGI comedy, 52x13
min.) The Buffycats are back with new funny
missions along with their furry fellows,
always ready to find creative ways to save
the day.
Winx Club Season 8 (Adventure/action
2D, 26x23 min.) The Winx fairies embark
on a cosmic adventure that will lead them
to the farthest reaches of the Magic Universe to save the stars from going out.
Club 57 (Live-action comedy, 60x45 min.)
Co-produced with Nickelodeon, the timetraveling stories of science-lover Eva, catapulted back to 1957 and falling in love with
JJ among music, dance, friendship and
incredible time leaps.
2 Happy Farmers (CGI comedy edutainment, 52x7 min.) Two lovely bears run a
country farm and guide kids to the discovery of farming activities among funny gags
with their team of animal friends.
Pinocchio and Friends (CGI adventure
comedy, 52x13 min.) A fresh adaptation of
timeless Pinocchio’s adventures set in our
day, a bridge target show combining fantasy,
friendship and big adventures.
Regal Academy (Comedy toonshade CGI,
S1-2: 52x23 min.) Fairytale heroes and their
grandkids come to life at Regal Academy,
where Rose Cinderella and her friends combine their hero life with magic studies.

Maggie & Bianca Fashion Friends
(Live-action comedy, S1-3: 78x23 min.)
Maggie and Bianca meet at the Milan Fashion Academy, where they follow their
dreams and discover secrets that change
their lives forever.
Maggie & Bianca Fashion Friends—TV
Movies (Live-action comedy, 2x50 min.)
In these TV movies, set between Milan and
Paris, Maggie and Bianca fight to keep their
home, help their father and investigate a
school disaster.
World of Winx (Action/mystery 2D, S1-2:
26x23 min.) As talent scouts for WOW!,
the Winx fairies travel the world searching
for talented kids to prevent the mysterious
Talent Thief from kidnapping them.

RCN TELEVISION
O (57-1) 426-9292
m mhernand@rcntv.com,

lwaked@rcntv.com,
lperez@rcntv.com
w www.rcnventasinternacionales.com
Suite: Tresor 2-2205/2-2207
Contact: José Antonio de Brigard Pombo,
pres.; Eugenia Velez Barreneche, VP, pgmng.;
Juan Pablo Posada Hernandez, VP, content;
Maria Lucia Hernandez, intl. sales dir.; Lina
Maria Waked Esquivel, intl. sales exec.; Luisa
Fernanda Perez, jnr. intl. sales exec.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Nurses (Series, 100x60 min.) Explores
the universe of public hospitals from the
point of view of female nurses.
Pa’ Quererte (Series, 100x60 min.) Tells
the story of four friends who are united by
the love of football and their small team.

Nurses

REACHING 22,000 EXECUTIVES EVERY FRIDAY

SUBSCRIBE HERE: SUBSCRIPTIONS.WS
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Lala’s Spa (Comedy, 80x60 min.) Lala, a
transgender woman, returns to the neighborhood where she grew up, eager to
transform her mother’s beauty salon into a
great spa.
The Man is German (Series, 147x60
min.) Revolves around the day-to-day life
of a group of friends and their neighbors in
a lower middle-class neighborhood.

RECORD TV
O (55-11) 3300-4022
m emendes@recordtv.com.br

w www.recordtvnetwork.com

Suite: Tresor 2-2014
Contact: Delmar Andrade, intl. sales dir.;
Edson Mendes, intl. sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Jezebel (Telenovela, 84x45 min.) Tells the
story of a Phoenician princess who uses
her beauty and seduction power to achieve
all she wants.
Topíssima (Telenovela) A contemporary
telenovela that delves into the feminine universe and brings the struggles of a modern
woman to the surface: work versus love life;
independence versus solitude; maternity versus career; aging versus aesthetics; illegal
abortion versus deaths; among others.

Moses, from his birth to the arrival of his
people in the Promised Land, through the
Red Sea crossing and the encounter with
God on Mount Sinai.

RIVE GAUCHE TELEVISION
O (1-818) 784-9912
m tomas@rgitv.com

w www.rivegauchetelevision.com

Contact: Jon Kramer, CEO; Tomas Silva,
VP, intl. sales, LatAm & Iberia.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Homicide Hunter (Crime investigation,
142x60 min.) First-person narrative and
dramatic re-creations tell the stories of
Lieutenant Joe Kenda’s most disturbing
and challenging murder cases.
My Misdiagnosis (Medical doc., 26x60
min.) Each episode features two cases told
by the people who were misdiagnosed,
their friends, family and doctors.

Promises of Sand

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Adventures of a Boy Genius (Family, 1x94
min.) After his brother Luke is accused of being
involved in a rash of thefts at school, Emmett,
a 12-year-old genius, must find a way to prove
his innocence before their mom ships Luke off
to boarding school.
Sheep & Wolves: A Pig Deal (Animation,
1x85 min.) The united village of sheep and
wolves leads its steady and peaceful life
when two unexpected guests suddenly
arrive: a Polar fox and a small ewe.
Toys & Pets (Animation, 1x98 min.) Unlike
other water toys, Nathan doesn’t change
color when in contact with water. When he
meets Timebot, a little robot, he goes on an
adventure and along the way he will find
learn how to recover his ability.

I’m Alive (S3: 13x70 min.) Márquez, recovered from his coma, and the Enlace, with the
help of Sebas, have ended with the latest
threat from the other side. But a traumatic
event will change everything again and will
force them to undertake a new way of facing
life, again with La Pasarela as the backdrop.

SINKING SHIP
ENTERTAINMENT
(1-416) 533-8172

m distribution@sinkingship.ca
w www.sinkingship.ca
Sheep & Wolves: A Pig Deal

Homicide Hunter

Jezebel

Jesus (Telenovela, 196x45 min.) For the
first time the trajectory of the man who
changed mankind will be told in its entirety.
Leah (Series, 9x45 min.) At age 8, after the
death of her mother during Rachel’s birth,
Leah is forced to take responsibility for the
care of the newborn sister.
Apocalypse (Telenovela, 118x45 min.) A
story of love, spirituality and redemption in
portraying one of the most controversial
topics in the Holy Bible: the end of times.
The Rich and Lazarus (Telenovela,
187x45 min.) A love triangle develops
between childhood friends Asher, Joanne
and Zach, who will also have to deal with
the invasion of Jerusalem by the king of
Babylon, Nebuchadnezzar.
The Promised Land (Telenovela, 179x50
min.) After Moses’ death, Joshua, the new
leader of the Hebrews, must fulfill a difficult
mission ordered by God: to command the
12 tribes of Israel in their conquest of
Canaan, the Promised Land.
The Slave Mother (Telenovela, 151x60
min.) The tale of the light-skinned slave girl
who was obsessively pursued by Mr.
Leôncio won over the world; none of this
story would have happened without the
characters of this series.
Moses and the Ten Commandments
(Telenovela, 242x50 min.) The story of

Born to Explore (Doc., 26x60 min.) Starring real-life Indiana Jones Richard Wiese,
an adventure series that travels across the
continents in search of experiences not
found in guidebooks.
Who Let the Dogs Out (Family ent.,
26x30 min.) An energetic, animal-loving
series featuring Tillman the Skateboarding
Dog and Norman the Scooter Dog and a
colorful cast of canines and humans in a
quest to find the most spectacular, highflying and incredible dogs.
Am I a Boy or a Girl? (Docureality, 9x30
min.) Takes viewers on a first-person journey inside the world of people “gendertrapped” in their own bodies.

RTVE
O (34-91) 581-7827

w www.rtve.es/commercial
Stand: 425
Contact: María-Jesús Pérez, intl. sales dir.;
Rafael Bardem, head, pgms., coprod. & lic.
sales; Tony Pérez Bonilla, sales mgr.; María
José Loranca, sales exec.; David Priego, sales
exec.; Cecilia Lera, trade shows & promo. exec.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Malaka (8x60 min.) Crime thriller centered
around two events: the disappearance of the
daughter of an important entrepreneur from
Malaga and the emergence of the new drug
“Gold,” which is threatening to upset the existing balance between two rival drug gangs.
Promises of Sand (6x70 min.) A story of love
and friendship pushed to the limit. An exciting
journey of no return to a territory where everything, including life and death, is negotiable and
where the protagonist has to choose between
loyalty and passion.

GET DAILY NEWS ON
KIDS’ PROGRAMMING

Contact: Mehmet Gunduz, sales mgr.,
CEEMA & LatAm.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Dino Dana (Preschool, 52x11 min.) Introducing Dana, a feisty 10-year-old “paleontologist in training” who eats, sleeps and
breathes dinos so much that she even
imagines them into the real world.

Fixies Vs Crabots (Animation, 1x85 min.)
Professor Eugenius is challenged by his
college sweetheart, Erica, to a rematch to
show the world who the better inventor is.
Eugenius will employ his Fixie friends while
Erica has little helpers of her own: miniature robotic crabs.
Four Enchanted Sisters (Family, 1x97
min.) Four sisters, four elements, four magical powers.

SOMOS DISTRIBUTION
O (1-786) 220-0440
m mvillanueva@somosdistribution.net,
easolo@somosdistribution.net,
fvillanueva@somosdistribution.net
w www.somosdistribution.com

Endlings

Endlings (Children & family, 12x22 min.)
When the last elephant on Earth mysteriously vanishes, four kids in foster care discover they’re not alone in the universe, even
though sometimes it can feel like they are.
Odd Squad (Children & family, 80x22
min./160x11 min.) A live-action comedy
about a high-tech organization run by kids
that investigates anything strange, weird
and especially odd.

SNAP MEDIA
O (54-11) 4773-8826

w www.snaptv.tv

Suite: Tresor 2-2310/12
Contact: Ariel Tobi, SVP, prod. & dist.;
Diana Coifman, VP, sales & dist.; Valeria
Lavalle, VP, acq.

Suite: Tresor 2-1715/2-1717
Contact: Luis Villanueva, pres. & CEO;
Francisco Villanueva, VP & COO; Mariana
Villanueva, sales dir.; Jose Antonio Espinal,
VP, mktg.; Ivan Morales, gen. counselor;
Luis Guillermo Villanueva, COO, SOMOS
Next; Alejandro Parisca, VP & GM,
SOMOSTV; Mary Black, VP, operations &
exec. producer.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Súbete a Mi Moto (Drama bio., 15x60
min.) The series is plotted in three acts,
relating the story of the famous musical
group Menudo.
Maleducadas (Youth musical, S1-2:
15x45 min.) Four rebellious teens get to
know each other after being expelled from
their schools and sent to a reeducation
campus, where they must uncover a
strange mystery.
La Fuga (Drama, 5x55 min.) Five prisoners
appear to have escaped the Bausari prison; in
fact, they are hiding inside the facility, digging a
tunnel. Based on a true story.
Ginayei (Youth musical, 15x60 min.) Gina
has won a scholarship to the Caribbean
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Musical Institute located on the island of
Puerto Encantado.
Puerto Vallarta (Thriller, 8x50 min.) A couple with three children lives peacefully in a
tourist town in Mexico. No one suspects that
they are actually terrorists who escaped from
Spanish justice. Based on a true story.
Matter of Respect (Drama/soap opera,
S1-3: 76x45 min.) Two brothers decide to
avenge the death of their father; Yigit does
not respect the laws in his quest for
revenge, while Emir tries to do it legally.
Angels Inc (Dramedy, 1x140 min.) Angels
Inc. is the agency for those who want to live
their passions without consequences.
Stash (Dramedy, S1-3: 10x60 min. each)
Mariano and Valeria buy a mansion at a
judicial auction and discover a stash of
cash hidden inside the walls.

For Life

De Brutas, Nada (Comedy, 20x44 min.)
Stars Tessa Ia and Cristian Vásquez. Principal
director is Ariel Rafael Lara. He is joined by
Rolando Ocampo and María Gamboa.
Manual Para Galanes (Comedy, 26x50
min.) The cast includes Armando Hernández,
Dolores Heredia, Martín Altomaro, Altair
Jarabo, Jonathan Islas and Litzy
Dominguez.

STUDIO 100 MEDIA
O (49-89) 960-855-0
m distribution@studio100media.com

w www.studio100media.com
Ginayei

Ella es el 7 (Teen comedy/drama musical,
30x60 min.) Lucy decides to pretend to be a
handsome boy so she can join Anthony’s Latin
“K-Pop” group in order to get closer to him.
Cazadores de Milagros (Sci-fi/adventure, 13x60 min.) Two reporters go on a
journey to find paranormal and inexplicable
events. Mía will demonstrate that not all
events have a rational justification. Ricardo
will try to demonstrate the opposite.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
100% Wolf—Legend of the Moonstone
(CGI comedy adventure, 26x22 min.) Freddy
Lupin, heir to a line of werewolves, was in
shock when on his 13th birthday his first “warfing” went awry, turning him into a poodle.

SONY PICTURES
TELEVISION
O (1-310) 244-4000

w www.sonypictures.com
Suite: Versailles 1178
Contact: Mike Hopkins, chmn.; Keith Le
Goy, pres., worldwide dist.; John Weiser,
pres., first run; Alexander Marin, EVP, dist.
& networks, LatAm, Caribbean & Canada;
Ana Bond, SVP & mng. dir., intl. prod.,
LatAm; Flory Bramnick, EVP, dist.; Phil
King, SVP, dist., Canada; Jefferson Puglsey,
SVP, dist. & networks; Natascha Rengifo,
SVP, dist. & networks; Ramon Garcia, SVP,
dist. & networks.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Alex Rider (Drama, 8x60 min.) When Alex
leaves his ordinary teenage life to work as an
undercover agent at the Point Blanc academy,
he must call upon skills he didn’t even know he
had as he investigates the sinister truth behind
the school.
Lincoln Rhyme: Hunt for the Bone
Collector (Drama, 10x60 min.) Based on the
best-selling book series, follows the legendary
forensic criminologist Lincoln Rhyme, who
was seriously injured during his hunt for the
serial killer known as the Bone Collector.
For Life (Drama, 23x60 min.) A prisoner
becomes a lawyer and begins to litigate
cases for other inmates while fighting to
overturn his own life sentence for a crime
he didn’t commit.

100% Wolf—Legend of the Moonstone

Heidi (CGI adventure, S1-2: 65x22 min.)
Old and new adventures of the happy and
communicative orphan girl who handles all
challenges of everyday life with a smile.
Tip the Mouse (CGI preschool comedy,
S1-3: 104x7 min.) From the best-selling
children’s book series, little Tip is pure fun
and curiosity for preschoolers. Season
three now available.
Wissper (CGI preschool adventure/comedy, S1-2: 104x7 min.) Wissper is a little
girl who can talk to animals. She can sense
their feelings and thus she can help animals around the world.
Arthur and the Minimoys—The Series
(CGI adventure/fantasy, 26x24 min.) Arthur
found the world of the Minimoys and visits
his friends Selenia and Betameche. This time
the King of the Minimoys is organizing the
resistance against tyrant Malthazar.
Maya the Bee (CGI preschool adventure,
S1-2: 130x13 min.) Two seasons featuring
exciting adventures with Maya, the little bee
who is so unlike any of the other bees, and
her very best friends.

GET DAILY NEWS
ON TELEVISION DRAMA

Mia and me (Fantasy/adventure, S1-3:
78x23 min.) The adventures of Mia and her
friends in the magical land of Centopia,
where they have to protect unicorns from
all kinds of villains.
Drop Dead Weird (Live-action comedy,
26x24 min.) Three Aussie kids trying to fit
into their new hometown are harboring an
enormous secret: their parents are zombies.
Random & Whacky (Live-action comedy,
15x24 min.) Comedy series about a topsecret agency that solves the problems
faced by real-life kids.
Ghost Rockers (Live-action mystery,
209x12 min. & 1x92 min.) In teenage soapstyle, five friends with big dreams and a raw
musical talent discover haunted spirits of an
old rock band that help them turn the tide.

SUPERIGHTS
O (33) 516-500-016
m sales@superights.net

w www.superights.net

Stand: French Pavilion
Contact: Nathalie Pinguet, deputy mng. dir.,
sales & acq.; Pedro Citaristi, sales mgr.;
Louise de Stael, VP, operations, U.S.;
Clément Calvet, CEO; Jérémie Fajner, mng. dir.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
That’s Joey (Kids comedy 3D, 52x11 min.)
Faster than the speed of light when it
comes to quick jokes and snappy comebacks, bursting with imagination; this little
boy is irresistible.
Maelys’ Mysteries (Kids adventure comedy 2D, 52x11 min.) Maelys is a 10-yearold girl eager to solve mysteries with the
help of her best friend, Lucien.
Pat the Dog (Kids cartoon comedy 3D,
141x7 min., 10x1.5 min. & 4x22 min.) Tells
the daily adventures of an ordinary little
dog, Pat, and his owner, Lola. Pat would do
anything to save Lola’s day.
Helen’s Little School (Preschool comedy
3D, 52x11 min.) Follows 5-year-old Helen
and her unruly toy students in this not-soordinary class, where they will discover
that helping and listening to each other is
the best way to learn.
Zibilla (Preschool 2D, 1x26 min.) Zibilla is
different and children at school don’t accept
her. When she unintentionally falls into an
exciting adventure and meets a wild lion, she
gains the self-confidence to roar back.
Ralph & the Dinosaurs (Preschool edutainment 2D, 26x5 min.) Follow Ralph’s
adventures in the world of dinosaurs and
have fun learning or refreshing your ideas
about what you think you already know.

That’s Joey

Bo Bear (Preschool/family live action, S1:
26x5 min., S2: in prod.) In each episode, a
kid faces a new situation that could sound
difficult or challenging, but with the help of
Bo Bear, it becomes a life-learning lesson.
Anna & Froga (Preschool comedy 3D,
52x7 min.) When you’re lucky enough to
have a blundering frog, a pretentious dog, a
sarcastic cat and a greedy earthworm as
your friends, life will never be boring.
Puffin Rock (Preschool comedy 2D, 78x7
min.) Set on a beautiful island off the Irish
coast. Nature and wildlife are central to the
stories of Oona and Baba, a cute sister and
brother puffling pair.
Clay Time (Preschool edutainment 2D,
30x3 min. & 30 live tutorials) The show
invites 3- to 5-year-olds to develop their
imagination with a universal activity: modeling clay.

TELEFILMS
O (54-11) 5032-6000
m telefilms@telefilms.com.ar

w www.telefilms.com.ar

Suite: Tresor: 2-2301/2-2303
Contact: Tomás Darcyl, pres.; Ricardo
Costianovsky, CEO; Juan Parodi, dir., The
Magic Eye; Humberto Delmas, sales mgr.;
Alejandro Carballo, sales mgr.; Mariana
González Pistiner, mktg.; Gonzalo ClaimanVersini, dir., Diamond Films España; Bruce
Boren, CEO, Thr3 Media Group.

21 Bridges

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Midway (Feature film) Real-life saga
about the Battle of Midway, a most stunning clash by air and sea which marked a
heroic feat of naval warfare and pivoted the
Allies toward victory in the Pacific Theater
during WWII.
Green Book (Feature film) A warmhearted
and often hilarious road movie about two
very different, strong-willed men who break
through barriers of race, class and education to form a deep and enduring bond.
Hustlers (Feature film) Inspired by the viral
New York Magazine article, follows a crew
of savvy former strip club employees who
band together to turn the tables on their
Wall Street clients.
21 Bridges (Feature film) Chadwick
Boseman stars in this action thriller produced by Anthony Russo and Joe Russo
about a disgraced NYPD detective thrust into
a citywide manhunt for a pair of cop killers.
The Boy II (Feature film) After a family
moves into the Heelshire Mansion, their
young son soon makes friends with a lifelike doll called Brahms.
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TOEI ANIMATION
O (1-310) 996-2240
m inquiry@toei-animation-usa.com

w www.toei-animation-usa.com

Stand: 215
Contact: Daniel Castaneda, dir., film
lic./prod.; Hugo Mayorga, snr. mgr., digital
lic./prod.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
One Piece Movie: Stampede (Animation, 1x101 min.) The world’s boldest buccaneers set sail for the great Pirate Festival,
where the Straw Hats join a mad-dash race
to find Gol D. Roger’s treasure.

spends a night with her former flame
Felipe. A month later she discovers she’s
pregnant. No one can believe the results of
the DNA test.
Busco Novia (Comedy) A single man in
his thirties who struggles to find a girlfriend
discovers that the vast majority of people
have experienced the same doubts and
tribulations.
Sebastiana (Terror) Nani, Anto, Mafe,
Paula and Giani visit the old family farm
house where a 17th century woman named
Sebastiana took revenge on the man who
betrayed her.
La Piel de Alicia (80x45 min.) Tells the
story of Alicia, a young woman destroyed
by misfortune, and her mother Norma, who
will fight together to get ahead and recover
their lives after the painful tragedy.
Chapa tu Combi (80x45 min.) Paloma is
a young woman who seeks to find the real
culprits responsible for the death of her
boyfriend Valentín. To do this, she will pretend to be an employee of a couple’s home.
De Vuelta al Barrio (400x45 min.) Set in
the ’70s, tells the story of two people who
grew up together who meet up again 25
years later.
Flinko (26x5 min.) Flinko, a curious and
friendly platypus, travels around the world
meeting the animals that inhabit it.

One Piece Movie: Stampede

Digimon Adventure Movie: Last
Evolution—Kizuna (Animation, 1x94 min.)
Tai, a 22-year-old university student, faces a
battle with Matt, Agumon and Greymon when
an unprecedented phenomenon occurs.
One Piece (Animation, 900+x30 min.)
There once lived a pirate named Gol D.
Roger. He obtained wealth, fame and power to earn the title of Pirate King. When he
was captured and about to be executed, he
revealed that his treasure called One Piece
was hidden somewhere at the Grand Line.
Saint Seiya Saintia Sho (Animation, 10x30
min.) In the wake of a space-wide civil war
instigated by Saga–the Gemini Gold Saint–a
new team of Saints comes together with the
goal of protecting their goddess Athena.
Dragon Ball Super (Animation, 131x30
min.) With Earth at peace, our heroes have
settled into normal lives. Far away, the powerful God of Destruction, Beerus, awakens to
a prophecy revealing his demise at the hands
of an even more formidable being.

TONDERO DISTRIBUTION
O (51-1) 277-6923
m edyuli@tondero.com.pe,

cecilia@tondero.com.pe,
mariana@tondero.com.pe
w www.tonderodistribution.com

Suite: Tresor 2-1105
Contact: Cecilia Gómez de la Torre, CEO
& associate; Edyuli Barrios Torres, intl.
sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Locos de Amor 3 (Musical comedy) The
third part in the highest-grossing musical
comedy franchise in Peruvian cinema tells
the story of three best friends on the brink
of 50, who have something in common:
they suffer for love.
Doblemente Embarazada (Comedy) A
month after marrying Javier, Cristina

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Cleaning Lady (La Muchacha que
Limpia) (Thriller, 8x60 min.) When Rosa is
forced to clean up a murder site and leaves
the place spotless, erasing all criminal evidence, she becomes the most valuable
witness to the most heinous crimes.
Love Spells (Amarres) (Drama, 10x60
min.) After an accident sends her into a tailspin of debts but also sends her two new
lovers, Ana finds herself forced to take on a
family tradition she ran away from her
entire life: performing love spells.
Os Ausentes (Police procedural, 10x60 min.)
Follows the challenging routine of an agency
specializing in the investigation of missing persons in the São Paulo underworld.
The Tiger (El Tigre Verón) (Thriller/drama,
12x60 min.) Miguel “Tiger” Veron, a powerful, self-indulging and unscrupulous union
leader, will risk everything to do better for
his people.
The Awakener (O Doutrinador) (Drama,
7x60 min.) After becoming disillusioned
with a police career and witnessing the
death of a pregnant woman and her son,
Miguel creates an ambitious plan to kill,
symbols of Brazilian corruption as The
Awakener. Based on a comic book.
Freitas Brothers (Irmãos Freitas) (Drama,
8x60 min.) Tells of the love and rivalry
between the brothers Luís Cláudio Freitas
and Acelino “Popó” Freitas, from their poor
youth in Salvador to Popó winning the
world title in boxing.
My End of the Deal (Tu Parte del Trato)
(Thriller, 8x60 min.) It all starts with a night
of casual sex and a pact between Carlos
and Patricia: to help each other get rid of
the people they hate the most.

Bepannah (Beyond Boundaries)
(Romance, 186x30 min.) Aditya and Zoya
discover love following the death of their
cheating partners.
Silsila (Unfaithful) (Romance, 295x30 min.)
A young, happily married man is in a very modern relationship with his wife, yet falls in love
with his wife’s erstwhile best friend, whom they
had given solace to while she was going
through a bad marriage.
Rangrasiya (Colors of Passion)
(Romance, 188x30 min.) An edgy love story
ignited by intense hatred and fueled by circumstances that bring a starkly opposite
duo—a simple village girl and an army
officer—together.

Naagin S1

Ishq Ka Rang Safed (White is the Color
of My Love) (Family/romance, 341x30
min.) The story of a young carefree boy who
falls in love with a widow who has
renounced the world to conform to her
duties to society.

VIACOMCBS AMERICAS
O (54-11) 4102-5600

w www.viacominternationalstudios.com

La Piel de Alicia

Ciudad Jardín (26x5 min.) Animated series
narrates the adventures of a gang of preschool
friends who live in a futuristic neighborhood,
surrounded by a vegetable belt and rural communities, located in the Andes mountain range
and on the banks of the Intihuayta River.
Babi & Maiki (52x6 min.) Two inseparable friends—a 6-year-old boy and a rescued dog—work every day to protect any
animal in peril.

TURNER LATIN AMERICA
O (54-11) 4894-7152
m contentsales@turner.com

w www.turnervip.com

Suite: Versailles 1690
Contact: Ricardo Pichetto, VP, content
prod., original prod.; Esteban Raffo, VP,
digital media; Mariano Cesar, TNT VP, content & brands portfolio; Marcelo Tamburri,
VP, scripted content dvpmt. original prod.;
Sofia Martinenghi, content sales mgr.;
Mariana Sanjurjo, dir., content dvpmt.,
Movie Hub original prod.; Whit Richardson,
pres., TBS LatAm; Gustavo Minaker, SVP,
dist., LatAm; Tomas Yankelevich, EVP,
chief content officer, LatAm; Andres
Mendoza, exec. dir., dvpmt. & acq.; Analia
Pollero, content acq. & planning dir.; Magdalena
Godio, snr. mgr., acq.; Peter Bevan, Movie
Hub VP; Juan Carlos Balassanian, SVP, dist.,
LatAm.

GET DAILY NEWS ON
THE FORMATS BUSINESS

Freitas Brothers

Bronco, Untamed Success (Bronco,
un Éxito Indomable) (Biopic, 13x60 min.)
Tells the story of the band led by Lupe
Esparza that has sold over 30 million
albums to date and remains so popular
that it still fills venues across the country.

VIACOM18/INDIACAST
MEDIA DISTRIBUTION
O (91-22) 6697-7715
m debkumar.dasgupta@indiacast.com,
bhavishya.rao@indiacast.com
w www.indiacast.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Naagin S1 (The Serpent) (Fantasy,
62x60 min.) A serpent who can shapeshift
into human form sets out to avenge the
death of her parents, but ends up falling in
love with the son of the household.

Suite: Versailles 762
Contact: Juan Acosta, pres.; Darío Turovelzky,
SVP, global content, ViacomCBS Americas
& VIS; Federico Cuervo, SVP & head,
Viacom International Studios; Guillermo
Borensztein, VP, global content sales &
coprod.; Mercedes Reincke, VP, content
dvpmt.; Elena Antonini, dir., content sales &
coprod.; Natalia Delmas, mgr., content
sales & coprod.; Tirso Gomez Brumana,
dir., corp. comms.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Internationals (Crime drama, 8x60
min.) After being released from prison,
Fausto decides to put together a new band
of thieves to travel to Argentina in the midst
of the biggest crisis in the history of the
country. His secret objective is to find his
former lover and meet his son.
Victoria Small (Dramedy, 52x60 min.) The
daughter of an adoptive mom, a surrogate
mother, a transgender sperm donor and a
stranger in the right place at the right time will
find four ways of loving, feeling and wishing,
while these four women will have to put their
differences aside in order to raise her.
To Catch a Thief (Mystery/romance,
52x60 min.) A honeymooning Juan Robles
makes a hasty return back to Buenos Aires
to get his ailing uncle, Roman, out of a jail.
Roman is accused of being El Gato, a cat
burglar thought long since retired. But El
Gato is actually Juan Robles.
Club 57 (Teen telenovela, 60x60 min.) When
Eva and her brother, Ruben, accidentally travel
back in time to 1957, they try to go unnoticed
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until they find a way to return, but their plans
change when Eva falls in love with Italian heartthrob JJ from a TV dance show.
NOOBees (Super series, S2: 60x60 min.)
Silvia has decided to leave the NOOBees and
return to play basketball. She is having the
time of her life with David by her side, unaware
that “Gameover,” an AI, seeks revenge.

about a psychiatrist who moves with her
family from California to her husband’s
hometown in Mississippi, only to uncover
the shameful secrets that irrevocably
change the lives of everyone involved.
Made For Love (Drama, 10x30 min.) A thirtysomething woman on the run from her husband, a tech billionaire, discovers he has
implanted a revolutionary monitoring device
in her brain, allowing him to track her, watch
her, and know her thoughts and feelings.
Emily In Paris (Dramedy, 10x30 min.)
Emily is a sheltered twentysomething
Chicago professional who moves to Paris
hoping to bring an American point of view
to a venerable French marketing firm—
without speaking a single word of French.
Reprisal (Drama, 10x60 min.) Doris
Quinn, after being left for dead by her brother,
leaves her comfortable life behind to seek
revenge and retribution for the wrongs
levied against her.

To Catch a Thief

Danni Who? (Sci-fi thriller, 10x60 min.)
Dani’s life becomes a nightmare after Lorena’s
disappearance, since nothing in San
Gregorio is what it seems. What’s worse is
that she doesn’t even know who she is, and
will fight to discover it.
Blue’s Clues and You! (Preschool,
20x30 min.) Beloved puppy Blue invites
viewers to join her and Josh on a clue-led
adventure to solve a puzzle. With each paw
print, the viewer is inspired to interact with
Josh and Blue to figure out Blue’s Clues.
The Unsettling (Thriller, 8x30 min.) Sixteenyear-old Becca arrives at her new foster home
in a remote area. Strange things start to happen around her and Becca is uncertain about
who or what is responsible.

VIACOMCBS GLOBAL
DISTRIBUTION GROUP
O (1-323) 956-5000
m lisa_kramer@paramount.com

w www.viacbs.com

Suite: Versailles 1262
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Paradise Lost (Drama/mystery, 10x60
min.) A southern gothic mystery series

Station Eleven (Drama, 10x60 min.) A
post-apocalyptic saga spanning multiple
timelines, tells the stories of survivors of a
devastating flu as they attempt to rebuild
and reimagine the world anew while holding on to the best of what’s been lost.
Dwight in Shining Armor (Adventure/
comedy, S3: 10x30 min.) After Dwight, a
21st century teen, falls into an ancient,
underground chamber, he awakens a warrior princess, her court magicians, and
many medieval villains that have been
sleeping for a thousand years.
PEN15 (Comedy, S2: 14x30 min. & 1x60
min.) Set in 2001, two 13-year-old best
friends face the trial and tribulations of
middle school, from boys to school dances
to overbearing parents. These girls happen
to be played by full-on adults surrounded
by middle-school-aged actors.
Yellowstone (Drama, S3: 10x60 min.) The
Dutton family, led by John Dutton, who controls the largest contiguous ranch in the
country, is under constant attack by land
developers, the Broken Rock Indian reservation and the country’s first National Park.

ZDF ENTERPRISES
O (49) 6131-9910
m info@zdf-enterprises.de

w www.zdf-enterprises.de

Yellowstone

The Great (Drama, 10x60 min.) Based on
the life of Catherine the Great. Disillusioned
by her marriage to Peter, the Emperor of
Russia, Catherine must navigate national
politics and court intrigue while plotting a
coup against her increasingly paranoid
husband and his allies.
Dream Team (Docuseries, 6x60 min.)
Based on the best-selling book, follows the
1992 U.S. Olympic Men’s Basketball Team
and details the impact the star-studded
team, which featured Hall of Famers
Michael Jordan, Magic Johnson and
Charles Barkley, had on society and the
game of basketball.

Contact: Susanne Frank, dir., ZDFE.drama.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Heirs of the Night (Kids live action, 26x26
min.) Europe, 1889. The heirs of the five
remaining vampire clans in Europe are
brought together on the ship The Elisabetha
to attend the newly created vampire school.
Henrietta (Kids animation, 52x7 min.)
Henrietta lives on a little farm together with
the farmer and lots of other animals. Her
favorite activity is to help the local postman
deliver the mail.
Zoom, the White Dolphin (Kids animation, 104x12 min.) When Yann, a divingmad teenager, meets Zoom, a mysterious
and remarkably intelligent white dolphin, it
is the start of an indestructible friendship.
The Jungle Book (Kids animation, 156x11
min.) Drama, excitement and adventure are
mixed with a high element of comedy to tell
the tales of Mowgli, his beloved mentor,

Baloo, the wise bear, Bagheera, his panther
buddy and the lazy rock-python Kaa.
The Greatest Events of World War II in
Colour (History/bio., 10x50 min.) Tells the
story of World War Two through the ten most
pivotal turning points in the conflict, illustrated
with restored and colorized archive and supported by a global cast of historians.
Ancient Skies (Science/knowledge, 3x50
min.) With CGI, landscape footage and
some of the world’s most important astronomical artefacts, looks at the cosmos
through the eyes of our ancestors, and
charts our changing views of the cosmos
throughout history.
Lost Kings of Bioko (Wildlife/nature, 1x50
min.) Off the coast of Central Africa lies an
isolated island, covered by primeval rainforest and surrounded by dark ocean waters,
inhabited by a greater variety of species than
nearly any other place on Earth.
Ottilie von Faber-Castell (Drama/TV
movie, 2x90 min.) At the end of the 19th
century, after the sudden death of her
father, 16-year-old Ottilie von Faber
becomes the sole heir and her grandfather
steers her into the family business.
Dead Still (Crime/suspense, 6x50 min.) A
macabre comedy about the strange adventures of Blennerhasset and Molloy, Dublin’s
most famed memorial photographers.
The Wall (Drama, 3x90 min./6x45 min.)
Germany 1987. Two sisters and their
grown-up children find themselves on different sides of the political fence in a rapidly
disintegrating East Germany.

Dead Still
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